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Dear Gardener, 

 Welcome to the 25th Tamar Organics Seed Catalogue for the best in or-

ganic seed varieties for your garden. The 2018 gardening weather has been chal-

lenging to say the least. Winter hung around well into March thanks to the beast 

from the east only to be replaced by strong winds and heavy rain for much of the 

country until summer arrived to bake both us and our gardens.  Despite this our 

gardens here at Carthamartha Farm have coped well and, once again, been 

very productive.     

  We were expecting reduced yields from our various potato varieties due 

to the searing heat and lack of rain in June and July. We were, however, pleas-

antly surprised  by the yield and the quality of the crop. The new variety GATSBY 

particularly impressed us. Nearly all the tubers harvested were baking size; clean, 

uniform and very tasty. It has been a great year for cucumbers; the new gherkin 

type EXCELSIOR F1 did very well and is the most productive and good-looking 

gherkin we have ever seen. Actually everything in the greenhouse has done well 

with the aubergines, tomatoes and peppers really enjoying the sunshine. Tomato 

GOLDIANA has been great (again) and must be one of the finest small tomatoes 

and the taste of BERNER ROSE has been quite remarkable. 

 New introductions this season include GAMMASON, a new non-hybrid spin-

ach that is reputed to be good for summer cropping, RIOJA F1, a purple sprouting 

broccoli for the earliest pickings from mid-February and RASMUS, a non hybrid 

calabrese which gives a large central head and then follows up with a good crop  

of smaller side shoots. 

 The biggest news for the coming season, though, is our NEW WEBSITE which 

is to be launched in September. It replaces our old one which was built before 

smartphones and tablets were even invented! The re-vamped site will have up-to-

date details about new introductions and stock availability as well as more infor-

mation about us and our products. It will have a smoother ordering and payment 

system and you can browse, order and pay on your computer, phone or tablet. 

 We are delighted to continue our association with the JOLIBA TRUST. A 

charity based in central Mali which works on self-help projects amongst rural com-

munities. We aim to support and draw attention to the work that Joliba do and 

invite our customers to find out more about them at www.jolibatrust.org.uk.                                      
 Finally, it once again remains for us to thank all our customers for their con-

tinued custom and support and to wish everyone a successful and bountiful gar-

dening year.       

   Happy Organic Gardening 

       Cathy & Neil. 

TAMAR ORGANICS 
CARTHAMARTHA FARM, 
REZARE,  
LAUNCESTON, 
CORNWALL, UK. 
PL15 9NX. 

Gardeners Order Line:  01579  371098 

Growers Order Line:  01579  371182 

General Enquiries:   01579  371087 

Email: sales@tamarorganics.co.uk 

 

Website www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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Supplementary Terms Of Business: 
 
All seeds sold by TAMAR ORGANICS are supplied 
in accordance with EU seeds legislation.  
 

In the event of seed failing to germinate under 
suitable conditions we will replace the seed or 
refund the purchase price.  
 

All descriptions of varieties are for guidance only 
and we will not be held responsible for any crop 
grown from seeds or plants supplied by us.  
 

Seed counts are provided for your guidance and 
should be regarded as approximate. 
 

Tamar Organics will not be liable for any delay, 
consequential loss or injury arising as a result of the 
delivery or use of items ordered from this catalogue 
or via our website.  
 

All prices include VAT where applicable.   
 

Ordering implies acceptance of these terms. 
 

Our full company terms and conditions are available 
on request. 
 

Payment: 
All orders should be accompanied by full payment 
except  
A. Where goods are to be collected and pay-

ment is made on collection. 
B. Where the customer has applied for and 

been granted a credit account whereupon 
payment is due by the 20th of the month 
following month of invoice.  

Cheques should be made payable to "TAMAR 
ORGANICS".  
 

Payment can also be made by telephone using a 
credit or debit card or by bank transfer.  
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FRUIT TREES 26 

GARLIC 10 

GREEN MANURES 23 

HERB VARIETIES 24 

HORSERADISH 10 
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“Check website for availability” Due to the challenging weather, some seeds had not arrived at 
the time that this catalogue was printed. All are expected in early 2019 and are marked as ”Check 
website for availability “ . Alternatively you can telephone or email for information about when they 
are expected to arrive. 
 

RETAILERS: Shops wishing to stock ORGANIC seeds can request our retailers letter which in-
cludes details of our display racks and trade discount scheme. 
 

DISCOUNTS: Group discounts for allotment societies, garden clubs etc. are available on 
application. Please telephone for details.  

 

CONTENTS 

We are delighted to continue to offer varieties from the Biodynamic vegetable breed-
ing initiative from Germany called Kultursaat eV.  
In 2015 they celebrated 20 years of breeding top quality open-pollinated varieties for 
the organic market. Very welcome in an industry which is gradually being taken over 
by fewer and fewer large multi-national seed companies bent on owning the rights to 
the seeds that feed the world. Kultursaat eV are responsible for an increasing num-
ber of varieties in this catalogue. These are indicated by this symbol. 
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ARTICHOKE, GLOBE 
IMPERIAL STAR (10)  ARIS         £1.50 
Improved Green Globe type which can be grown 
as an annual or perennial. Up to 8 good sized 
buds per plant.  

 

ARTICHOKES, JERUSALEM 
 

FUSEAU (500g)  JEFU         £6.95 
Popular variety with long smooth cream tubers. 
GERARD   (500g)  JUGE        £7.95 
French gourmet type with round pink tubers. 
 
 

AUBERGINE 
BLACK BEAUTY (50)  AUBB        £1.50 
Traditional, open pollinated variety dating back 
to the 1800’s. Dark glossy, oval fruits up to 12 
cm in length. 
LONG PURPLE (50)  AULP         £1.50 
Fine, open pollinated variety that  produces a 
good crop of long, black, cylinder-shaped fruit. 
Widely grown throughout the world. 
LISTADA DE GANDIA (50) AULG       £1.50 
Very attractive, oval aubergine with bright purple 
stripes on a white skin. Medium early variety 
giving fruits up to 18 cm long. 
BLACK PEARL F1 (5)   AUBP        £2.95 
Professional-standard hybrid with half-long, deep 
coloured fruits. Suitable for unheated undercover 
use. Reliable and productive. 
FALCON F1 (5)  AUFA        £2.95 
Excellent hybrid, ideal for unheated greenhouse 
and tunnels. Numerous dark, smooth fruits with 
a spineless calyx. 
 

BEANS, BROAD 
SUPERAQUADULCE   (35) BBSA        £1.50 
Large Pack  250g  (200)   BBSA250      £4.15 
Improved Aquadulce type for autumn sowing to 
give the earliest crops. High yielding with good 
sized tasty beans.  Can be spring sown.        
EXPRESS  ELEONORA (35)  BBEE        £1.50 
Large Pack   250g (200)      BBEE250        £4.25       
Improved selection of the popular Express varie-
ty. Fairly fast  growing plants, not too tall. Long 
pods well packed with tasty white beans. 
HANGDOWN GREEN (35)  BBHD        £2.25 
Large Pack   250g (200)      BBHD250        £4.75 

This bean has become our favourite for perfor-
mance and taste. A long-podded, main-crop 
green seeded bean. Sow from early spring.  

 
RATIO (35)   BBRO      £1.50 
Large Pack   250g (200)      BBRO250        £4.25       
Fast-growing, high-yielding, tasty, white seeded 
bean. It has a multi-branched slightly short habit 
so is high yielding and resistant to falling over. 
WITKEIM  (35)                    BBWK       £1.80 
Large Pack   250g (200)      BBWK250        £4.35       
Very early crop from a spring sowing. This is the 
bean to go for if you miss out on autumn sowing. 
Excellent yield and quality.     
 

BEANS, DWARF FRENCH  
FARADAY (60)   BFFA         £1.50 
Delicate, dark green bean giving high yields  
over a long harvesting period. Good disease 
resistance.    
AIGUILLON (60)  BFAI      £1.50 
A pencil-thin, long, ‘haricot vert’ type. Strong 
upright plants give good yields of tasty stringless 
beans. Ideal for cooking whole. 
Resistant to BMV 1 and anthracnose. 
MARONA (60)   BFMR     £1.50 
Very early, long-podded round hulled bean to 
replace Speedy.  This variety will produce well 
even in dry seasons and is suitable for inside 
and outside use.    
BARLOTTO DI FUOCO (60) BFBD        £1.50 
Popular colourful French bean with  bright red 
streaks on the green pods. Can be picked young 
or left to mature for excellent drying bean. 
MAXI (60)   BFMX        £1.50 
Medium green, early, with round oval pods. Vig-
orous and weather tolerant. Beans are held 
above the leaves for easy picking. 
HELIOS (60)   BFHL        £1.50 
Tasty yellow variety. Round yellow beans grow 
up to 18 cm long on robust plants. High yielding. 
PURPLE TEEPEE (60)  BFPT     £1.50 
Early-main crop purple-podded variety with good 
crops of round, stringless and tasty beans which 
turn green on cooking.  
 

BEANS, CLIMBING FRENCH  
BARLOTTO DI FUOCO (60) BFBA        £1.80 
Climbing version of this colourful French bean 
with  bright red streaks on the green pods. Pick  
young or leave to mature for a great drying bean. 
BLAUHILDE (60)    BFBH        £1.80 
Long, oval, purple pods which stay tender even 
when quite large. Definitely one of the best 
climbers. Grow indoors or outside. 

VEGETABLE VARIETIES 
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COBRA (60)   BFCO        £1.80 
Professional quality bean with long round pods 
which remain very straight. Long cropping  peri-
od. Vigorous, stringless and resistant to BMV 1. 
NECKARQUEEN (60)  BFNQ        £1.80 
Medium late, high quality climber with round/oval 
pods up to 29cm in length. Resistance to BMV 1 
and 2. 
NECKARGOLD (60)  BFNG        £1.80 
Round podded yellow bean of good length and 
taste. High-yielding medium-late bean suitable 
for growing indoors and outside. 
HELDA (60)   BFHE         £1.80 
Large flat pods of superb quality. The taste is 
great and they remain stringless until quite large. 
Resistant to bean mosaic virus. Ht.7ft. 
GOLDEN GATE (60)  BFGG      £1.80 
Bright and attractive flat, golden-yellow beans. 
Excellent French bean produces heavy crops of 
white seed pods over a long period.  RHS Award 
of Garden Merit. 
 

BEANS, RUNNER 
ENORMA (30)        BREN              £1.80 
Large Pack  250g (250)      BREN250         £5.75 
A heavy cropper with long smooth pods and a 
favourite of ours and of professional growers. 
WHITE EMERGO (30)      BRWE               £1.80 
Large Pack   250g (250)    BRWE250      £5.65 
White seeded and white flowering variety which 
are said to suffer less bird damage. Lovely tradi-
tional taste and texture. 
SCARLET EMPEROR (30)        BRSE        £1.80 
Large Pack   250g (250)         BRSE250     £5.65 
Traditional favourite with a slightly rough texture 
and an excellent flavour. 
LADY DI (30)   BRLA      £1.80 
Large Pack   250g (250)         BRLA250      £5.75 
Excellent stringless variety with good sized at-
tractive pods of very uniform shape. Great  tex-
ture and taste.  
 

BEANS, EDEMAME 
Popular high protein bean from Japan which is 
grown much like a dwarf French bean and does 
well in our climate. There are many ways to 
enjoy them but boiled in their pods and salted is 
most popular. The pods are not eaten. 
GREEN SHELL  (40)  BMGS    £2.50 
Dark green pea-sized pods are formed on fine  
plants which grow to about 60 cm. Each pod 
contains about 3 tasty beans. 
SUMMER SHELL (40)  BMSS    £2.50 
Very similar to green shell, Summer has a very 
slightly smaller bean but is slightly faster grow-
ing. Each pod contains about 3 tasty beans. 

BEETROOT 
ALVRO MONO (200)  BEAM      £1.50 
Very early mono-germ type giving round, smooth 
roots. Can be pickled whole when young. 
BULLS BLOOD (200)  BEBU        £1.15 
Grown for crimson salad leaves that are sweet, 
tasty and strikingly attractive. Roots can be eat-
en when young. Also popular as an ornamental 
plant in the border. 
BARBIETOLA             BECH        £1.50 
DI CHIOGGIA (200)  
Mild-flavoured, sweet-tasting Italian beet with 
pink skin, white flesh and attractive pink rings.   
JANNIS (180)   BEJA         £1.50                                                                                                      
This Boltardy selection always performs ex-
tremely well and has become very popular.  
Good resistance to bolting so sow from March in 
mild areas. Fine tasting globe-shaped roots.  
DETROIT GLOBE (200) BEDG        £1.15 
High standard main crop variety giving good 
sized roots of fine texture and flavour. 
CYLINDRA (180)  BECN      £1.50 
Long rooted type with very good flavour. Perfect 
for slicing and stores well. Matures slower than 
globe varieties.  
ROBUSHKA (200)  BERO      £1.80 
Vigorous variety with round smooth roots. Excel-
lent fruity taste and a deep dark coloured flesh.  
GOLDEN (200)  BEGD        £2.25 
Interesting colour variation. Flavoursome variety 
with golden flesh which does not bleed on cook-
ing. Many prefer the taste of this variety 
 

BROCCOLI 
PURPLE SPROUTING (300) BRPE       £1.15 
EARLY     
The most popular variety of broccoli for garden 
use. Succulent purple spears are produced in 
abundance from mid-March. 
RIOJA F1 (35)   BRRJ       £2.50 
Early hybrid for the first purple sprouting pick-
ings from mid-February. Plants do not get too 
tall and spears are easy to pick. 
SANTEE F1 (35)  BRBO       £2.50 
Santee has been developed to give a whole new 
season to purple sprouting, Sow Feb to May for 
high yields of tasty spears from June to Nov. 
 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS 
NAUTIC F1 (25)  BSNA        £2.25 
Harvest early October to late November from a 
May transplant. Tasty round button sprouts.  
DORIC F1 (25)   BSDO        £2.25 
Excellent sprout for Christmas. Does not grow 
too tall so good for exposed sites. Round buttons 
with fine flavour. Crops Nov-February. 
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GRONINGER (125)  BSGR      £1.50 
Great, sweet, tasting sprouts from November-
December. Improved by the first frost.  
IDEMAR (50)   BSID      £1.50 
New, medium-tall brussels sprout that has been 
bred for its flavour. Evenly distributed, slightly 
oval sprouts for harvest from mid-November 
through December. 
 

CABBAGE, SPRING (Sow July-Sept. 

Transplant Sept-Oct. Cut in spring) 
WINTERGREEN (50)  CAWG     £1.15 
Great variety for early spring greens but will 
heart up from April onwards. Dark leaves with 
classic spring greens taste. 
 

CABBAGE, SUMMER/AUTUMN (Sow 

Feb.- April. Harvest June - Nov) 
CARAFLEX F1 (35)  CACX       £2.25 
Fast growing pointed cabbage. Professional 
standard, high quality cabbages can be pro-
duced throughout the summer and into autumn. 
FILDERKRAUT (150)    CAFK       £1.50  
Firm mid-season pointed cabbage which is par-
ticularly good tasting. German heirloom variety 
with thin leaves and small core. Can grow very 
large so plant closer for smaller heads. 
NAGELS (100)   CANG     £1.80 
Very fast growing round head cabbage for use 
early and throughout the season. Uniform small 
–medium heads about 1—1.3 kg. ready in 60 
days from a March transplant. 
MARNER LAAGERWEISS(100)CAMW     £1.80 
Large, strong growing white cabbage with solid 
heads. Stands and stores well. Harvest from mid
-summer through autumn.  
 

CABBAGE, AUTUMN /WINTER 
(Sow Apr-May. Plant out Jun-Jul. Cut winter) 
DEADON F1 (50)  CADN       £2.25 
January King type hybrid giving solid heads with 
dark green, red-tinged outer leaves and yellow 
internal colour. Peppery yet sweet taste. 
DOTTENFELDER (100) CADD       £2.25 
A favourite of ours. Large firm white winter cab-
bage which stores very well. Can be used 
cooked or for coleslaw. 
DOWINDA (100)  CADW      £2.25 
Vigorous, high-yielding storage cabbage with a 
dense closed head. Elliptical in shape and with a 
short inner stem Dowinda is similar in taste to 
Dottenfelder but with a lighter aroma. 
DRAGO F1 (50)  CADR       £2.25 
Modern hybrid green ball-head variety which 
provides tight high quality cabbages about 1kg 
in weight. Harvest Sept-Oct. 

IMPALA F1 (50)  CAIM      £2.25 
White cabbage hybrid for harvesting as late as 
mid November. Professional quality heads which 
stand and store well. 
STANTON F1 (50) Check website for availability  
Vigorous, ball-head, winter-cabbage which will 
stand well until early spring. Compact  heads 
surrounded by dark-green leaves. 
 

CABBAGE, SAVOY 
VORBOTE 3/HILMAR (100) CAVO      £1.80 
Unique, very early Savoy. Slightly pointed, deep-
green heads with fine taste. Sow Jan -March to 
crop from May throughout the summer. Can also 
be sown later for autumn/winter harvest.  
PARESA F1  (50)  CAPA       £2.25 
Late-maturing savoy with dark green flattish 
round heads. Excellent hybrid quality it can be 
cropped right through the hardest winter. Good 
standing ability. 
VERTUS (300)   CAVE        £1.15 
Our most popular Savoy;  Vertus is a medium 
late variety with round flattish heads. Leaves are 
medium green, well blistered and frost hardy. 
VIOLACEO DI VERONA (100) CAVI      £1.80 
Traditional Italian savoy cabbage which is similar 
to January King with red tinged outer leaves and 
excellent taste. 
 

RED CABBAGE  
RED DRUMHEAD (250) CARC       £1.15 
Good for pickling as well as eating raw in salads 
or can be cooked like green cabbage. 
LANGEDIJKER BEWAAR 2 CALA       £1.50 
Very nice medium-large red cabbage, It has a 
high round shape, good colour and will store 
well. 
RODYNDA (100)  CARO       £1.80 
Short stemmed red cabbage which keeps very 
well. This has been well proven amongst organic 
growers on the continent. 
BUSCARO F1 (35)  CABU      £2.50 
Large sized hybrid red cabbage of very high 
quality. Lovely internal and external colour, tight 
tasty heads. Crop late summer to autumn. 
 

CALABRESE  
See Cauliflower section for Romanesco  Veronica F1   

GREEN SPROUTING (250) CBGR       £1.15                                                                                           
Excellent flavour. Heads ready in August and 
followed by numerous side shoots. Crops over 
long period.  
COVINA F1 (50)  CBFI         £2.25 
Hybrid producing healthy and productive plants. 
Solid stems are topped with high quality solid 
heads which mature in about 80 days from 
transplanting. Replaces Fiesta F1.  
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BELSTAR F1 (50)                     CBBE        £2.25 
Productive hybrid giving tasty heads through 
summer and autumn. Matures in about 70 days 
from transplant and has good mildew tolerance. 
RASMUS (50)                      CBRU        £2.25 
Fast-growing non-hybrid giving high quality large 
central heads on strong stems, within about 65 
days from planting. Numerous side-shoots can 
also be harvested. Pleasant aromatic flavour. 
 

CAPE GOOSEBERRY 
SCHOENBRUN GOLD (15) CPGO      £1.50 
Rich, golden berries, each in its own paper 
lantern. Best grown under-cover, plants are 
vigorous so will need support.  
 

CARDOON 
GIANT OF ROMAGNA (10) CNGR      £1.50 
A globe artichoke type plant that is grown for its 
tasty edible stems rather than the flower buds.  
 

CARROTS      (Open-pollinated) 

OXHELLA (800)  CRXH      £1.50 
Improved  Oxheart variety. Broad conical roots 
up to 16 cm in length. Excellent aromatic taste 
and good internal colour.  
MILAN (800)   CRML        £1.50 
Special, fast-growing Nantes selection with a 
particularly sweet taste. Sow early for the first 
carrots or late for crops that will store well too. 
AUTUMN KING (800)     CRAK        £1.15                                                                     
Popular high yielding main crop. Good flavour 
and storing ability. Pull throughout the winter. 
BAMBINO (800)  CRBA     £1.15 
Real ‘Baby Carrot’ variety. Slender cylindrical 
blunt roots which colour up early. It is early and 
sweet  and is best pulled at 10-15 cm in length.  
BERLICUM (800)                  CRBE       £1.15                                                                       
Mid-season main crop giving good sized, 
uniform stump roots up to 20 cm long. Excellent 
colour and texture. 
YELLOWSTONE  Check website for availability  
Remarkable yellow main crop carrot with an 
excellent flavour both raw and cooked. Slightly 
tapered with smooth skin and crunchy texture. 
NANTES  (800)   CRNA       £1.15                                                                      
Small cored medium length early carrot with 
smooth skin and blunt ends. Sow March - 
August and Harvest July-October. Delicious. 
RODELIKA (800)  CRRD       £1.50 
An improved bio-dynamic selection of Rothild. 
Large and blunt ended with an intensive red 
colour and strong sweet-aromatic taste.   
ROLANKA (800)       CRRN       £1.50 
Mid-length to long cylindrical carrot. Smooth skin 
with an appealing, even colour. Strong pleasing 
flavour. For autumn harvest.  

SOLVITA (800)   CRSO       £1.50 
Vigorous new high-yielding main-crop carrot with 
rapid early growth and very healthy, strong foli-
age. Strongly aromatic and sweet carrot taste.  
 

CARROTS               (F1 hybrids) 

NAPOLI F1 (500)  CRNP      £1.80 
Early maturing, Nantes hybrid to replace Laguna 
and Jeanette. Slightly tapering roots with good 
colour and taste. Ideal for bunching.  
MIAMI F1 (500)   CRMI         £1.80 
A mid–late season Nantes hybrid for cropping 
late summer and autumn. Smooth, slender blunt-
ended carrots with strong tops. 
RESISTAFLY F1 (500)    CRRF        £1.80                                                                                               
Carrot fly resistant variety. Tasty Nantes hybrid 
with long, smooth, well-coloured roots.  
WHITE SATIN F1 (500)     Check website for availability.  
Unusual colour addition in our carrot range. Long 
slender white roots with a juicy texture and a 
sweet flavour.  
 

CAULIFLOWER, SUMMER/ AUTUMN      
(Sow Jan-May) 
MARDI F1   CFMA       £3.25 
New fast-growing summer cauliflower for harvest 
from July to October. Strong, white curds with 
good self-cover, they mature in about 80 days 
from transplant. 
JANVEL F1 (50)  CFJA      £3.25 
Gorgeous, high-quality variety for autumn use. 
Finely formed, densely filled, slightly domed 
heads; well protected by the inner leaves.  
GOODMAN (50)   CFGO      £2.25 
Crop in June from a mid March transplant this is 
an excellent  summer cauliflower. It has solid 
curds and upright dark green leaves. 
SNOWBALL (125)  CFSN        £1.50 
Dwarf compact plants which can be set closer 
than others for smaller heads. Sow Oct to crop in 
June or Feb-April to crop late June to Sept. 
SKYWALKER F1 (50)  CFSK        £3.25 
This outstanding hybrid gives fine, deep white 
curds of excellent quality. Crop October.  
VERONICA F1 (30)  CFRV       £3.25 
ROMANESCO  
Excellent green variety of superb flavour. Bright 
colour makes this an interesting one to grow. 
Delicious alternative to white cauliflower. 
 

CAULIFLOWER, OVER WINTER TYPES 
(Sow Apr-June) 
MEDAILLON F1 (50)            CFSM        £3.25                                                                             
Excellent professional standard cauliflower for 
over-wintering. Large, well-protected curds of top 
quality. Matures in February and March. 
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CELERIAC 
IBIS (250)   CEIB         £1.50 

Fast growing and very smooth rooted. Stores 
well and has good disease tolerance. Good bolt 
resistance so suitable for early plantings.  
MONARCH (250)  CEMO      £1.50 

Large and heavy tankard-shaped celeriac with 
exceptionally white and firm flesh. It has a mild 
and nutty taste and stores very well. 
 

CELERY 
TALL UTAH (300)   CLTU        £1.50 
Green stalks with no earthing required. High 
yielding with juicy firm stems. Crop September. 
TANGO F1 (250)  CLTA     £3.25 
A self-blanching celery with smooth apple-green 
stems. with good flavour and texture. High yield-
ing fast growing and tolerant of hot weather. 
CELERY LEAF (500)   CLLF     £1.15                                                                      
Lots of leaf instead of stems. Fine celery flavour. 
Also produces seeds for soups and stews. 
 

CHARD (see also Spinach, perpetual & Beetroot Bulls 

Blood) 
SWISS CHARD (200)  CHSW       £1.15 
Large pure white rib with dark green leaves. 
Swiss Chard is probably the highest yielding of 
the chards. Can be sown until late summer. 
RHUBARB CHARD (200) CHFE        £1.15 
Striking variety with tasty red/green leaves and 
an impressive red stem and rib. Leaves are large 
and slightly savoyed. 
FIVE COLOURS (200)            CHFC        £1.50 
A lovely mixture of various coloured stems and 
leaves. Can be used as baby leaves for salads 
or cooked when fully grown. 
 

CHICORY,  LEAF-TYPE 

PAIN DE SUCRE (500)  CCPA        £1.15 
(Sugar Loaf) 
Large leafy variety which resembles a Cos let-
tuce. Good alternative for late season salads but 
will only stand mild frost.  
GRUMOLO VERDE (500)   CCGV       £1.15                                                                      
Cut blade shaped leaves for summer salads or 
leave plants to overwinter for rosettes of salad 
leaves in the spring. 
ROSSA DI TREVISO (500) CCRO       £1.15                                                                      
Long pointed leaves for sowing June to July. 
Starts off green and turns red in the colder 
months. Roots can be forced like Witloof. 
PALLA ROSSA 3 (500) CCPR        £1.15                                                                        
(Radicchio)  
Firm hearts with red/maroon and white leaves for 
colour and crunchiness in salads. Hardy so ideal 
for late season use. Very good colour contrast. 
 

CHICORY, FORCING TYPE 

WITLOOF (500)  CCWI      £1.50 

HOLLAND EARLY 

Traditional chicory for forcing and the production 
of chicons. Sow May. 
 

CLAYTONIA   CLWP       £1.50 
(WINTER PURSLANE) (900)  
Extremely popular hardy salad vegetable. The 
tasty and succulent leaves are high in vitamin C 
and will grow almost anywhere.  
 

CORN SALAD            
VIT (500)          CSVT        £1.15 
Vigorous variety for spring and autumn crops as 
well as overwintering. Deliciously tender glossy 
leaves.  Also has mildew resistance.  
ELAN (500)   CSEL        £1.15 
Faster growing than Vit, Elan is ideal for early 
use under glass as well as in the field, It is widely 
grown by organic growers on the continent. 
 

COURGETTE      (Open Pollinated) 
NERO DI MILANO (15)  COND       £1.15 
Dark green cylindrical fruits of fine quality. Open 
plant habit for easy picking and produces cour-
gettes over a long period. Very popular. 
COCOZELLE (10)             COCO        £1.15 
Traditional striped courgette widely grown in the 
Mediterranean area. This is among the tastiest of 
courgettes with a distinctive nuttiness and firm-
ness of texture. 
GENOVESE (15)  COGE      £1.15 
Popular pale green courgette. Genovese has 
fine, lightly mottled green fruits and an open 
bush habit. Delicious and high yielding. 

 

ORGANIC COMFREY  
 

ROOT CUTTINGS 
 

This is Bocking 14, the best variety for growing 
for plant feed. Comfrey is tolerant of poor 
ground so it is a great way of starting off your 
own natural fertiliser factory virtually anywhere 
that you have a spare patch.  
 

In the season after planting the leaves can be 
harvested up to 5 times per year to use as a 
mulch or to make your own liquid feed for toma-
toes and other fruiting and flowering plants.  
 

Cultivation notes included. 
Dispatched April-June. 
 

6   root cuttings COM6      £7.50  
12 root cuttings  COM12  £13.00 

See website for comfrey liquid ready made 
on our own Organic Farm. 
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ZUBODA (15)   COZU        £1.50 
Our favourite courgette and one of the first or-
ganic varieties we ever sold. High yielding bush 
variety with long, green lightly mottled fruits with 
fewer seeds in the centre than most varieties. 
GOLD RUSH (10)  COGO       £1.50 
Lovely open pollinated yellow skinned courgette 
with excellent texture and taste. Fast growing 
and productive.  
TONDO DE NIZZA  (10)  COTO       £1.50 
An unusual round courgette giving good yields of 
small round fruits with a mid green mottled skin 
and fine flavour. Ideal for stuffing. 
 

COURGETTE           (F1 hybrids) 

ZELIA F1 (5)   COZE     £2.25 
Professional standard courgette to replace De-
fender. Like Defender it has CMV resistance but 
is also mildew resistance. Good cylindrical 
shape, glossy mid-green colour and a long crop-
ping period. 
DUNJA F1 (5)   CODJ        £1.80 
Professional standard courgette with excellent 
virus and mildew resistance. High yields of dark 
green, finely speckled fruits of excellent quality. 
FLORIDOR F1(5)  COFL      £2.25 
Bright yellow, round fruits of high quality. The 
vigorous plants are high yielding. Excellent fla-
vour and perfect for slicing or stuffing.   
GEODE F1 (5)   COGD       £1.80 
Early and high-yielding, hybrid, round courgette 
with attractive mid green fruits. Tasty and inter-
esting courgette. 
GOLDY F1 (5)   COGY       £1.80 
Uniform, cylindrical, smooth and intensely yellow 
fruits with a tasty creamy flesh. Plants are largely 
spineless and fruit matures in about 55 days. 
 

CRESS 
AMERICAN/LAND (700) CSAL        £1.15 
Similar to Watercress but will grow in drier condi-
tions. Strong spicy flavour. Very easy to grow. 
SPRINT (3000)        CSSP        £1.15 
Fast maturing sprouting seed for summer sal-
ads. Can be sown inside, on paper, or outside 
when weather is warm. 
WATERCRESS (4000)   CSWC      £1.15 
Increasingly popular salad vegetable that needs 
moist conditions (running water is not essential). 
Strong flavoured and vigorous. Can be success-
fully grown in containers. 
 

CUCUMBER, INDOOR 

PASSANDRA F1 (5)  CUPS        £3.25 
High-quality, short variety which has become a 
best seller. High yields of 15-17 cm fruits of top 
quality. Powdery and downy mildew tolerant. 
PICOLINO F1 (5)  CUPI         £3.25 
Extra mini-cucumber which gives very high 
yields of fruits that are always good quality. Ideal 
length for the home gardener. Length 12 cm. 
EXCELSIOR F1(5)  CUEX        £3.25 
High yielding pickling cucumber gives dark green 
blocky 10-12 cm fruits with a spiny skin. Excel-
lent flavour. 
HELENA (5)  Check website for availability  

Unique non-F1 green house cucumber giving 
long smooth fruits with a medium-dark green 
colour. All female but can throw some male flow-
ers in times of stress. Excellent taste. 
KALUNGA F1 (5)  CUKA        £3.95 
Lovely high yielding hybrid with high levels of 
disease resistance and powdery mildew toler-
ance. Tolerant of hot and cold conditions so 
suitable for early and late season crops. We 
have grown this outside in a sheltered spot dur-
ing good summers. 
STYX F1 (5)   CUST        £3.95 
Top quality all female cucumber with a high tol-
erance of powdery mildew. Fruits are straight 
and uniform.  
TYRIA F1 (5)   CUTY        £3.25 
Powdery mildew tolerant very high yielding, all 
female cucumber with dark green slightly ribbed 
fruits. Very high quality. 
 

CUCUMBER, OUTDOOR 
AKITO F1 (5)   CUAK        £3.95 
All female with high yields of bitter-free, dark-
green fruits about 20 cm in length, Can be grown 
inside or out. 
CRYSTAL LEMON (15) CUCL      £1.15 
High yields of easy to digest, round, pale, yellow, 
fruits for outdoor use. Tasty enough to be eaten 
straight from the vine. 
TANJA (15)    CUTJ         £1.15 
Robust outdoor variety which gives good crops 
of bitter free fruits up to 35 cm in length. Can be 
grown undercover if required. 
HOKUS, GHERKIN (20) CUHO      £1.50 
Open-pollinated gherkin best picked at about 10 
cm long. Plants are vigorous and early fruiting 
giving very high yields of excellent fruits.  
MARKETMORE (20)             CUMA        £1.15 
Dark-green, spiny, fruits produced on very 
prolific vines. Widely grown variety around the 
world it tolerates cool weather and is resistant to 
virus and diseases. Heirloom variety. 

 

Group discounts  
Discounts for allotment societies, garden clubs 

etc. are available on application.  
Telephone 01579 371087 for details. 
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ENDIVE 
ESCARIOL GREEN (500)   ENEG      £1.80 
Reliable, frost-resistant, broad-leaf endive. For 
autumn cultivation outside and under-cover 
through the winter. Fleshy leaves, a well-filled 
yellow heart and a mild taste. 
WALLONE (150)    ENWA     £1.80 
Robust curly endive for autumn production out-
side. Resists the first frosts well, grows vigorous-
ly and has a well filled centre. 

 

PANCALIERI (500)    ENPA      £1.15                                                                                              
Frizzy, self-blanching type with green leaves and 
a white mid-rib. Sow March-Sept. 
TRES FINE  (150)  ENTR      £1.80 
MARAICHERE 

Finely curled endive variety with medium-sized, 
densely filled heads. Plant in spring and autumn 
outdoors, and early plantings under cover. 
 

FLORENCE FENNEL 
FINO (150 )                 FEFO        £1.50 
Early and high quality fennel with resistance to 
bolting. Thick, tasty, round bulbs with fine anise 
flavour to braise or grate raw. 
ROMANESCO (250)  FERO      £1.15 
Late cropping variety giving large round bulbs 
weighing between 500 and 1000g with good 
bolting resistance and lovely anise taste. 
PRELUDIO F1 (100)  FEPR        £2.25 
Very early hybrid fennel. Bright white, smooth, 
round bulbs and a fine delicate flavour. Good bolt 
resistance for spring and early summer sowing. 

 

ORGANIC HORSERADISH             
 

3 Root Cuttings HORS   £9.50 
 

There is nothing quite like your own 
horseradish sauce. It will be even better if 
it is made with your own organically grown 
horseradish root. Very easy to grow. It is 

dispatched during April and May and 
comes with planting instructions. 

ORGANIC GARLIC BULBS 
 

Garlic is easy to grow and has relatively few pests and diseases to worry about. In general the larg-
est and tastiest bulbs are obtained from autumn sown cloves, although spring planting varieties are 
better keepers. Plant individual cloves about 15 cm apart, just below the surface of the soil, The 
new bulb will be formed below the clove you plant.  Approximately 200-250 cloves per kg. 
 

Autumn sown varieties.   Delivery Sept-December. 
 

SPRINT: Fast growing type for planting by end December. Good quality bulbs are ready in June - 

about 6 weeks before Thermidrome. The seed is smaller than other types but still produces big 
bulbs. Flower heads are produced and can be left on the plant or removed as desired. 
 

GASP1   125g  £5.95   GASP2   250g  £8.45    GASP3   500g  £14.95       GASP4   1kg  £24.55 
 

GERMIDOUR: Fast growing, purple, short-dormancy variety for harvesting slightly later than 

Sprint. 10-15 cloves per bulb, this is a high yielding French variety. 
 

GAGM1   125g  £4.60   GAGM2   250g  £6.00    GAGM3   500g  £10.00     GAGM4   1kg  £18.00 
 

MESSIDOR : Very attractive white variety with a very high yield. 10-15 beige cloves per bulb for 

harvesting semi-dry from June and dry from late July. 
GAME1   125g  £4.60   GAME2   250g  £6.00    GAME3   500g  £10.00     GAME4   1kg  £18.00 
 

THERMIDROME: Large white bulbs with a hint of pink,10-15 beige cloves. Very hardy, short-

dormancy variety so ideal even in harsh conditions.  
GATH1   125g  £4.40   GATH2   250g  £5.75    GATH3   500g  £9.50       GATH4   1kg  £17.00 
 

VIGOUR SUPREME: Large white bulbs with a hint of purple ,12-17 beige cloves. Always per-

forms very well in our trials.   
GAVI1   125g  £4.40   GAVI2   250g  £5.75    GAVI3   500g  £9.50       GAVI4   1kg  £17.00 
 

ELEPHANT GARLIC   Delivery Sept-December     GAEL1   £6.50      

Unique Garlic which is actually more closely related to the leek. Grows enormous bulbs whose 
individual cloves can be as large as a whole bulb of normal garlic. Each pack contains 5 large 
cloves, (Approximate weight 200g)  ***Limited availability while stocks last*** 
 

Spring sown varieties.    Delivery Sept-February while stocks last. Best planted January-March 
 

PRINTANOR: White bulb with 12-18 pinkish cloves, Suitable for planting from January to March 

but can be autumn sown. Keeps well 
 

GAPR1   125g  £4.80   GAPR2   250g  £6.25    GAPR3     500g  £10.50  GAPR4      1kg  £19.00 
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KALE (BORECOLE) 
HALBHOHER GRUN (250)   KADG        £1.15 
KRAUSER  
Dwarf Green Curled type. Short-growing frost-
hardy kale with dark green, deeply curled heads. 
Sow April-May, transplant July. Harvest from 
November.    
WESTLAND WINTER (50) KAWE       £1.50 
Large plant type with blue green, well curled 
leaves. Very high yielding and has proven to be 
very winter hardy. Cut October to March. 
NERO DI TOSCANA (100) KANT      £1.15 
Dark, heavily blistered strap-like leaves which 
grow abundantly from the centre of the plant. 
Hardy and tasty. Also called Black Cabbage. 
RED RUSSIAN  (250)   KARR       £1.15 
Attractive wavy blue-green tinged leaves with a 
purple vein. Can be used as baby leaves or left 
to mature for hardy winter greens. 
ROTE KRAUSER (50)  KARK        £1.50 
Red curly kale, producing medium tall plants with  
curly leaves which are heavily tinged with purple 
and have a bright red stem and leaf vein. 
 

KOHL RABI 
NORIKO (100)   KRNO       £1.50 
White, globe-shaped, fast maturing kohl rabi 
which resists bolting and splitting. For May to 
October production. 
SUPERSCHMELZ (100) KRSS        £1.50 
Traditional variety with pale green skin and white 
flesh. Can grow to a good size without going 
woody and will store well. 
AZUR STAR (120)  KRAS        £2.25 
Attractive strong purple colour and tender flesh. 
Ideal for early sowings under cover and main 
crop use outside. Good bolt resistance.  
VIKORA F1 (50)  KRVK        £1.80 
Very uniform, green main crop kohl rabi which 
stands well and copes well with the heat of the 
summer months. 
 

LEEKS    (Listed in order of maturity) 

CHINOOK F1 (50)   LKCH       £2.25 
High quality leek with long shafts and erect dark 
green leaves. Crops very early July onwards. 
Performs well even when the spring weather is 
cold, the yields  are high and it is very bolt-
resistant.   
LANCIA (200)               LKLA         £2.25 
Very productive summer-autumn leek with long 
white shanks and strong foliage. Crops mid-July 
to October. 

AUTUMN MAMMOTH 2 (350)  LKAM        £1.50 
HANNIBAL    
Excellent for harvesting August to November. 
Good yield of medium length, fine flavoured 
leeks which show good resistance to bulbing.  
CHEROKEE F1 (50)  LKCK        £2.25 
Upright, blue-green autumn leek of hybrid quality 
developed for professional growers. Plants are 
healthy and vigorous. 
AXIMA (200)   LKAX         £1.50 
Long-shafted variety which crops from mid Sep-
tember to December. Very high yielding with 
attractive dark flag.   
TADORNA (200)  LKTD         £1.50 
Top quality long stemmed high yielding leek. 
Ideal for cropping October to November but will 
stand well into winter.  
CARENTAN 2 (350)  LKCA        £1.15 
Traditional large thick-stemmed, blue-green leek 
Heavy yields from October to January.   
NAVAJO F1 (50)  LKNA      £2.25 
Professional quality long-shafted leek hybrid for 
late season use. Matures in November for crop-
ping November to  March. 
BLUE GREEN WINTER  LKBG       £1.80  
AVANO (350)    
Winter hardy leek with attractive blue-green 
leaves. Stems are long and white. Harvest De-
cember to March. 
ATLANTA (200)               Check website for availability.  
Frost tolerant variety for harvesting from Decem-
ber to April. High yields of tall uniform plants with 
little bulbing.  
GIANT WINTER (350)  LKGW       £1.50 
Also known as `Seigfried`. A late season variety 
with heavy, thick stems. Matures January on-
wards and will stand for a long time. 
BANDIT (200)   LKBA        £2.25 
Heavy yielding and uniform variety with long 
shanks and blue-green, upright foliage. Crops 
from mid-March through May. 
 

 

LETTUCE, BUTTERHEAD  
MATILDA (200)  LTMT        £1.80 
APHID RESISTANT variety for outside use from 
spring through early autumn. Medium sized with 
a beautiful green colour. Fast growing and bolt 
resistant. 
MAY QUEEN (800)   LTMQ       £1.15 
Early Butterhead  for sowing from late January to 
March using cloches for  the early crops. 
MARVEL OF (800)  LTMF        £1.15 
FOUR SEASONS  
Great heirloom variety from the 1800`s. Fast 
maturing all season red/green butterhead. 
Round compact head with very good taste. 

 

Order online:  www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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SUZAN (600)   LTSN      £1.50 
Large framed lettuce which was a favourite of 
ours in our market gardening days and is now 
available as organic seed. It can be sown under-
cover from February and through the summer.  
ROXY (200)   LTRX        £1.80 
Voluminous red Butterhead with attractive shiny 
colour. Slow to bolt and resists tip-burn. Suitable 
for spring, summer and autumn crops. 
 

LETTUCE, BATAVIAN 

BLONDE DE PARIS (600) LTBP      £1.50 
Bright green heading Batavian lettuce with at-
tractive crinkled leaves that look great in a salad. 
Sow March through July. 
TARENGO (200)  LTTN        £1.80 
This red-tinged, non-heading Batavian type with 
frilled leaves and a bright colour has become a 
real favourite. Crop spring through autumn.  
MARAVILLA DE  (200)  LTMV        £1.50 
VERANO 
Excellent large Italian variety. Crispy green 
leaves with a red tinge and great taste. Good 
bolt resistance. Suitable for sowing from Febru-
ary through July for harvest May-October. 
 

LETTUCE, CRISP-HEAD 
SALADIN (800)     LTSA        £1.15 
Dense succulent heads of very good quality. 
Very crisp and stands well when ready. Sow 
March through July.                                      
REGINA DI GHIACCI (800) Expected Jan 2019,  

           call or check website for availability  
Ice Queen. Slow bolting crisp head for summer 
use. Nice, jagged edges and dark green colour. 
Can also be used as a Baby-leaf variety. 
 

LETTUCE, MIXED 
MIXED LEAVES (800)   LTMX      £1.15                            
Economical mix of Butterhead, Cos, Crisphead 
and Loose Leaf types giving variety of texture 
and taste right through the season. 
 

LETTUCE, BABY LEAF 
Our own mix of specially developed varieties can 
be sown throughout the year, though only under 
cover in the coldest months. Leaves can be 
allowed to grow on for cut and come again. 
 

BABY LEAF MIX  (800) LTBB        £2.25 
LARGE PACK      (8000)  LTBX        £9.99 
 

LETTUCE, COS 
LITTLE GEM (700)    LTLI          £1.15 
Dwarf growing Cos variety. The best selling 
gardeners lettuce. Can be sown throughout the 
growing season. NIAB Rec. 

LITTLE LEPRECHAUN  (200)   LTLN      £1.15 
Lovely small cos type with striking red leaves 
and crisp, tasty hearts. Leaves are slightly sa-
voyed and very attractive. 
MAUREEN (200)  LTMR      £1.80 
Improved Little Gem type with solid tasty hearts. 
Suitable for cropping from spring to late autumn. 
Good disease resistance. 
PARIS ISLAND (800)  LTPI      £1.15 
An excellent and popular medium to large Lob-
joits type of Cos. Can be cropped from spring-
autumn as it is slow to bolt.  
VALMAINE (200)  LTVA        £1.50 
Upright, dark green variety with crisp, elongated 
leaves. Very healthy and resilient. For early 
summer and autumn cultivation.  
 

LETTUCE: LOOSE-LEAF 

CANTARIX (200)  LTCX        £1.80 
Dark red Oak Leaf type. Fairly large with a volu-
minous head of deep red leaves. With Aphid 
Resistance. 
CERBIATTA (200)  LTCE      £1.50 
Unique jagged, upright leaves which are crisp 
and fresh tasting. Suitable for inside or outside 
use but needs a lot of light to germinate well so 
leave seed uncovered by soil when sowing.  
RED SALAD BOWL (800) LTRS        £1.15 
Large loose Oak Leaf lettuce with red leaves, 
which can be cut whole or used as cut and come 
again. Said to be less attractive to slugs. 
SALAD BOWL (700)  LTSB        £1.15 
Excellent cut and come again lettuce to add 
interest to salads. Masses of tender long light 
green leaves form a large sprawling head. 
TILL (200)   LTTL         £1.15 
A unique and productive lettuce that has be-
come very popular. Dense heads of arrow head 
shaped leaves for cropping spring to autumn.  
LOLLO BIONDI (200)   LTLB         £1.15 
Green, very fringed, Loose Leaf type to cut 
whole or for cut and come again. 
LOLLO ROSSA (200)   LTLR         £1.15 
Similar to Lollo Biondi but with lovely deep red 
tinge to the outside of its leaves. Gives better 
colour if grown outside rather than in tunnels.  
TUSKA (200)   LTTU      £1.80 
Improved, deep red lollo rossa type. Good bolt 
and disease resistance and can be cropped 
from spring through autumn.  
 

LETTUCE, WINTER GREENHOUSE            
BRIGHTON (200)   LTBN        £1.80 
Butterhead type for late winter and early spring 
use. Classic large head with fresh green colour 
and good filled heart. Good disease resistance. 
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Ready in approximately 10 days: 
RADISH DAIKON (2500)          SPRAM      £2.25 
Green leaf and white stem with mild radish flavour. Very fast growing. 
GIANT RED MUSTARD (2000)          ORGRM     £2.25 
Green leaf with red veins and a spicy mustard flavour. 
MIZUNA (2000)            ORMZM     £2.25 
Long jagged green leaf and stem. Very mild mustard flavour.  

**************************************** 
Ready in approximately 15 days: 
CABBAGE, RED DRUMHEAD (1250)          CARCM     £2.25 
Dark green leaf with dark red margin and stem, mild cabbage flavour. 
KALE, RED RUSSIAN  (2000)            KARRM     £2.25 
Deep green serrated leaf with light purple tinge and purple stem, mild taste. 
BEETROOT, BULLS BLOOD (1000)          BEBUM     £2.25 
Attractive long, oval, green leaf. Deep red leaf vein and stem with a mild beet taste.  
CHARD, RHUBARB (1000)           CHFEM     £2.25 
Green leaves with red tinge and bright pink stems. Mild beet flavour. 
TAT SOI (2000)            ORTAM     £2.25 
Spoon-shaped dark green leaves and pale green stems. Mild flavour.  
ROCKET ESMEE (5000)           ROESM     £2.25 
Medium green leaf and stem with spicy rocket flavour. 
GOLDEN FRILLS (2000)           ORGFM     £2.25 
Very attractive micro-green pale green feathery leaf. Mild mustard taste. 

**************************************** 
Ready in approximately 24 days: 
BASIL, SWEET GENOVESE  (3000)          HBSWM    £2.25 
Delicate green leaves  with sweet basil flavour, attractive alternative to chopped basil. 
BASIL, DEEP PURPLE (2000)           HBDPM     £2.25 
Purple leaf and stem with sweet basil flavour, attractive alternative to chopped basil. 
CORIANDER, FILTRO   (1500)           HCFIM       £2.25 
Medium-green lobed leaves. A decorative and spicy addition to your dishes. 
DILL, TETRA (4000)            HDILM       £2.25 
Green stem with fine feathery leaf. Mild dill flavour.  
 

MICRO-GREEN COLLECTION           TCMG       £9.95 
Great collection of five of our favourite micro-green varieties individually packed in an attractive gift 
pack at a discount price. Comprises: Red Cabbage, Bulls Blood, Mizuna, Rocket and Tat soi. 

 

MICRO-GREENS 

Leafy vegetables which are grown quickly and harvested when only the seed leaves and the first 
true leaves have formed have become extremely popular recently thanks to their appearance in 
fine restaurants. However, they also claim health benefits as they are packed with nutrients. 
 

They are easy to grow either in clean fine soil in the garden or more often in seed trays filled with 
compost bringing a new type of gardening within reach of those with limited space such as a patio, 
balcony or even a sunny window sill. They grow quickly and should be cut with clean scissors with-
in 7-10 days from reaching their cutting point. Instructions are provided. 
 

We have selected some popular micro-green varieties for you to try. They are the same varieties 
we have always sold but in larger pack sizes. Most of the seeds in our sprouting seed section can 
also be grown as micro-greens too; so why not give them a try too.  
 

Remember that all our varieties are also available in larger bulk packs. Check out our website for 
prices and availability.   
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MARROW  
TIGER CROSS F1 (5)  MATC      £1.50 
Early and vigorous marrow which can be picked 
small as courgettes or allowed to grow on into 
fine marrows. CMV resistant. 
 

MELON 
SIVAN F1 (10)   MESV       £1.50 
Very popular, Charantais-type with extremely 
good taste, texture and colour to the flesh. 
 

ONION, SALAD-TYPE  
WHITE LISBON  (500)  ONWB       £1.50 
Very quick growing spring onion and one of the 
most popular gardeners seeds ever produced. 
Can be sown successionally from Feb through to 
late summer. NIAB Rec. 
ISHIKURA (500)  ONIS      £1.50 
Select Japanese bunching onion, Ishikura does 
not bulb but forms long, thick, white stems which 
are both tasty and quite frost hardy. 
PARADE (500)   ONPA        £2.25 
Attractive, modern variety which does not bulb. 
Lovely, green, upright foliage. Fast and strong 
growing with great taste. 
 

ONION  
GIANT STUTTGART  (250)  ONGS       £1.15 
Popular variety with semi-flat bulbs and nice 
golden skin colour. Very good keeper and fine 
flavour. Also known as Stoccarde. 
HYTECH F1 (200)  ONHT      £1.80 
Early Rijnsburger hybrid. Vigorous grower and 
high yielding giving high quality onions suitable 
for long storage.  

 

 

STURON (250)   ONST        £1.15 
Late maturing onion with large, globe shaped, 
straw coloured bulbs. Successful variety from 
sets but also good from seed. Excellent storer. 
MUSONA, (500)  ONMU       £1.15 
Versatile, tasty and pure white onion. Sow Sep-
tember for the earliest crops or in spring for a 
productive main-crop. Pick early for salad onions 
or grow on for larger bulbs but they do not store 
very well. 
BAJOSTA (250)  ONBA      £1.50 
A Rijnsburger selection with good storage quali-
ty. A fine round form with a pale bronze skin. It 
grows strongly and can be very high yielding. 
ROBELJA (250)  ONRO      £1.50 
Dark-red globe type with deep colour that pene-
trates right through the onion. High-yielding, 
vigorous and robust with good storage potential. 

FERTILE FIBRE 
MULTI-PURPOSE COMPOST    
60 LITRE BAG                       FF60        £17.50 
Made from organic coir, seaweed and other 
organic nutrients. Ideal for seeds, cuttings and 
1st stage potting-on, this compost re-wets 
easily and has established itself as a favourite 
for all our herb and vegetable transplants.  
 

WEST RIDING ORGANICS 
MULTI-PURPOSE COMPOST 
40 LITRE BAG      NOMP  £15.25 
Vegan friendly formulation from the Moorland 
Gold people. This multi-purpose growing me-
dia is ideal for general seed sowing and pot-
ting on. 

ORGANIC ONION SETS AND PLANTS 
 
 

ONION SETS: RADAR Autumn Planting     Delivery Sept-October.  
Brought in to replace Radar, this variety is ideal for autumn sowing. They should be ready 6 weeks 
before spring sown varieties and give good crops of tasty globe shaped bulbs. 
 

 
 

 

OSRA1 250g  £5.20,      OSRA2 500g  £7.10,       OSRA3 1kg   £10.95,          OSRA4 2.5kg £22.00 
 

Organic onion transplants for spring planting: We recommend growing onions from seeds 
where possible. Onions from seed are often more successful than those from sets and there is a 
wider choice of varieties. However, they need to be started early with some heat for best results.  
 
 

For those without the time or facilities to grow from seed, we offer fully organic Onion transplants. 
These will be sent around the end April / beginning of May. They will be ready to be transplanted 
direct into a fertile, well drained growing site where they should grow away happily yielding tasty 
onions by the early Autumn. 
 

Good stocks are expected but early ordering is recommended . 

ONION BAJOSTA 
OPBA50      50 PLANTS              £5.30      
OPBA100   100 PLANTS             £9.65      
OPBA250   250 PLANTS      £14.75 

ONION ROBELJA (red) 
OPRO50      50 PLANTS           £5.30     
OPRO100   100 PLANTS      £9.65      
OPRO250   250 PLANTS     £14.75 
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RED BARON (250)  ONRE       £1.50 
Round, slightly flat, red onion. Tasty firm bulbs 
which have a mild flavour. Pick young or allow to 
mature for good storage onions.  
LONG RED FLORENCE (250) ONLO        £1.15 
Traditional torpedo shaped onion from Italy. 
Good sized bulbs with deep red colour. Can be 
pulled young as spring onions or allowed to ma-
ture for harvest in Late summer. 

 

PARSLEY 
MOSS CURLED (500)  PAMC       £1.15   
Traditional parsley and still the most popular. 
The densely curled leaves are produced on good 
strong stems. 
GREEN PERLE (500)  PAGP        £1.50 
Top variety with heavy, densely filled, dark green 
curly leaves on strong stalks. Ideal for under-
cover or outside use. Good for late sowings. 
PLAIN (FRENCH) (500) PAPF        £1.15 
Dark, green, deeply cut, flat leaves. Aromatic 
with a very fine flavour which makes it a culinary 
favourite.  
ITALIAN GIANT (500)  PAIG         £1.50 
Vigorous and tasty flat leaved type. Grows to 
over 75 cm. Providing a stately and aromatic 
plant for borders or the vegetable bed. 
 

PARSLEY, TUBEROUS-ROOTED  
HALBLANGE (300)   PAHA        £1.50 
Grown primarily for its parsnip-like root this is an 
unusual garden vegetable with a unique taste. 
The leaves can also be eaten.  
 

PARSNIP 
AROMATA (500)  PSAR      £1.80 
Intensive selective breeding yields a sweet aro-
matic variety; specially developed for taste. Slim, 
smooth, butter-coloured roots of high quality.  
 

HALBLANGE WHITE (500)       PSHW      £1.50 
Our best selling parsnip.Thick, pointed, half 
length roots which do well in shallower soils. 
High quality, good taste and frost hardy. 
TENDER AND TRUE (500) PSTE      £1.50 
This is an excellent exhibition variety with large 
long roots. Good flavour canker resistance. 
 

PEAS, EARLY  
METEOR (200)   PEME        £1.80 
Dwarf growing variety ideal for both autumn and 
spring sowing. Hardy and ideal for exposed sites. 
High yields of tasty small pods. Ht 45 cm. 
KELVEDON WONDER (200) PEKW       £1.80 
Productive, early, wrinkle seeded pea. Ideal for 
successional sowing from spring through 
summer. Large dark green pods. Ht. 50 cm. 

PROGRESS No 9 (200)  PEPR        £1.50 
Second-early, wrinkle-seeded pea that has be-
come extremely popular. It is prolific, early and 
has an excellent flavour. Ideal for successional 
sowings. Ht. 45 cm. 
 

PEA, MAINCROP 
AMBASSADOR (200)  PEAB      £1.50 
Excellent pea for easy picking. Tasty and tolerant 
of bad weather. The yields are high and it has 
excellent resistance to powdery mildew and 
fusarium. Ht. 75 cm. 
SENATOR (100)  PESE      £2.25  
Modern tall variety. High yielding main-crop pea 
giving large pods of tender peas with great fla-
vour. Support is required. Ht.1.5 m. 
RONDO (200)   PERO        £1.50 
Late maturing and heavy yielding pea with large 
dark green pods up to 10 cm long. Very high 
taste reputation. Ht. 90 cm. 
 

PEAS, EDIBLE-PODDED 
SUGAR DWARF (100)   PEMT        £1.50 
SWEET GREEN.  
Lovely, tender, sweet tasting deep green pods. 
Harvest before they start to swell. Ht. 60 cm. 
OREGON SUGAR POD II (200) Expected Jan 2019  

                       Check website for availability  

Tall growing mange tout with famously sweet 
flavour and good sized pods. Ht. 1.2 m. 
HERAUT (200)   PEHE        £2.50 
Tall growing mange-tout with medium-sized 
pods. High yielding and a sweet taste. Ht. 1.2 m. 
SWEET HORIZON (200) PESW       £2.50 
Broad long pods which are dark green and very 
sweet. Mid-early to late main-crop with good 
disease resistance. Tall growing to about 1.2 m. 
NAIROBI (200)   PENA      £2.50 
Top-quality sugar-snap type, ideal for succession 
sowing throughout the season. The sweet pods 
are totally string-less and plants show good toler-
ance to powdery mildew. Ht.75 cm. 
SUGAR ANN (200)  Expected Jan 2019  

        Check website for availability  
Early-maturing, fine quality ‘true’ Sugar snap 
type with tasty, fleshy pods filled with succulent 
peas. The sweet pods can be eaten raw in sal-
ads, steamed or stir-fried. Ht. 75 cm.   
RHS award for garden merit. 
 

PURPLE PEA 

BLAUWSCHOKKER (100) PEEZ        £2.25 
Productive pea with purple pods. Pick early for a 
colourful mange-tout, later for fresh peas or allow 
to mature for a fine drying pea. Ht. 1.5 m. 
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PEPPERS, HOT CHILLI 
BARAK (30)   PPBK      £1.50 
Extremely hot, bullet shaped fruits produced in 
very large numbers. Mature from pale yellow, 
through purple to red. Best grown under-cover. 
RING O FIRE (30)  PPRF        £1.50 
This Cayenne type gives a  mass of long thin 
pointed pods which mature from green to red 
and are very HOT! Best grown under-cover. 
EARLY JALAPENO (30) PPEJ         £1.50 
Medium green bullet shaped fruits with fairly 
thick walls. Fairly hot but not as fierce as some 
varieties. Best grown under-cover. 
HABANERO MAYA (30) PPHO        £1.50 
Fiery hot, small, lantern-shaped fruits up to about 
5 cm in length. Mature from green to pale red. 
Best grown undercover. 
 

HABANERO MAGNUM (30)  PPHM        £1.50 
Orange version of the above, Slightly shorter and 
fatter. Very HOT! Best grown under-cover. 

 
HUNGARIAN HOT WAX (30)   PPHH        £1.50 
Small plants with large fruits that start off sweet 
and gradually get hotter as they mature. Best 
grown under-cover. 
SLIM JIM (30)   PPSJ         £1.50 
Very productive Anaheim type giving 10-15 cm 
long, fleshy chilli peppers which are mildly-hot 
with a very nice flavour and which dry well. 
Plants are tall so will need support. 
 

PEPPERS, SWEET          (Open-pollinated) 
LUNCHBOX MIX (12)  PPLM       £2.25 
Excellent mix of red, orange and yellow these 
are beautiful mini-sized lunchbox snack peppers 
which are remarkably sweet, crisp and flavourful. 
Best grown under-cover. 
SWEET TAMAR  MIX (30) PPSM        £1.50 
Selection of varieties to give mix of shape colour 
and size. Mild flavour. Best grown under-cover. 
CALIFORNIA WONDER (30) PPCW       £1.50 
Mild and sweet flavoured blocky fruits. Can be 
picked green or red. Best grown under cover. 

 

 

Sprouting has come a long way since mustard and cress on a bit of tissue paper, although these 
old favourites are still very popular. Nowadays the nutritional benefits of this type of growing are 
well documented and the great thing about the varieties listed here is that they all taste great too. 
Use a salad sprouter or  jar or grow seedlings in punnets for tasty greens.     
 

All varieties £2.25 per pack 
 

ALFALFA (80g) SPAA Very high in protein, vitamins and minerals. Alfalfa makes a crisp 
    and delicious salad vegetable that helps lower cholesterol and is 
    very easy to grow.   
 

BROCCOLI (75g) SPBR   High in anti-oxidants and vitamins make this a healthy choice as 
    well as being a great tasting sprout for salads and sandwiches.  
 

CRESS  (75g)  SPCR   Popular salad sprout. For salads and sandwiches.  
 

RED CLOVER (80g) SPCL Similar to alfalfa, said to cleanse the blood. Highly nutritious. 
 

MUNG (75g)  SPMU  The bean sprouts of Chinese cookery. Stir fry or use in salads. 
 

MUSTARD (80g) SPMS Popular partner for cress. For salads and sandwiches. 
 

RADISH (50g)  SPRA  Delicious, crisp sprouts with a tangy flavour. High in vitamin C. 
 

SUNFLOWER (50g) SPSU Sown in shallow compost to give tasty greens at 3-5 cm. tall. 
 

SALAD SPROUTER AVSP £18.75 
Well known sprouter from Vogel. Three plastic trays with drainage holes to enable you to grow 
sprouts cleanly and efficiently. 

 ORGANIC SPROUTING SEEDS 

Order online  www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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YOLO WONDER (30)  PPYW       £1.50 
Large shiny dark green fruits developing a red 
stripe as they mature.Thick fleshy square fruits. 
Early and prolific. Best grown under-cover. 
XARO  (5)   PPXA         £3.25 
Large pointed red pepper to replace Atris F1. 
Fruits are very tasty, yield well and can grow up 
to 22 cm long. Best grown under-cover. 
ZAZU  (5)   PPZA        £3.25 
Large pointed yellow pepper, similar to Xaro 
Fruits are very tasty, yield well and can grow up 
to 22 cm long. Best grown under-cover. 
KYRA  (5)   PPKY         £3.25 
Large pointed orange pepper similar to Xaro and 
Zazu. Fruits are very tasty, yield well and can 
grow up to 22 cm long. Best grown under-cover. 
GOLDEN CALIFORNIA (30) PPGC      £1.50 
WONDER  
Golden yellow version of this blocky gardeners 
favourite. Best grown under cover.  
CORNO DI TORO ROSSO (30)  PPCO       £1.50 
Attractive red curved cones which grow to over 
20 cm long. Tall plants. Best grown under-cover. 
LONG RED MARCONI (30) PPRM       £1.50 
Long red sweet pepper with mild flavour. Very 
productive and easy to grow. Best grown under-
cover. 
 

PEPPERS, SWEET                (F1 hybrids) 
BENDIGO F1 (5)  PPBE        £3.25 
Early hybrid suitable for cold greenhouses. 
Blocky, thick-walled, deep red fruits have made 
this a standard for professional growers.  
COOPER F1 (5)  PPCP      £4.65 
Full-sized, conical, red hybrid which is fast to 
mature and resistant to Blossom end rot. Ideal 
for cold or heated greenhouse.  
Resistant to TM, 0-3. 
LILO F1 (5)   PPLI          £3.25 
Beautiful purple fruits that will turn red when fully 
mature but have a lovely fresh taste at the purple 
stage. The plants are short and strong with good 
disease resistance. Best grown under-cover. 
FIESTA F1 (5)   PPFE        £3.95 
Bright yellow blocky variety. Early and high yield-
ing. Firm fruits set well on open plants. Best 
grown under-cover. 
SPRINTER F1 (5)  PPSR        £3.95 
Excellent tasting blocky pepper for use with a 
cold or heated greenhouse. Thick walled and can 
be harvested green or red. 
 

PURSLANE 
SUMMER PURSLANE (2000) PUGR       £1.15 
Succulent leaves make an excellent addition to 
summer salads or can be stir-fried or boiled. 
 

RADISH 
CHERRY BELL                  Check website for availability  
Most popular garden radish. Scarlet, globe 
shaped roots staying crisp for a long period.  
FRENCH BREAKFAST (400) RAFR        £1.15 
Popular half-long, white tipped variety. Attractive 
and tasty. Quick growing and slow to go pithy.  
RUDOLF (400)   RARL      £1.80 
Professional quality radish ideal for the earliest 
crops under cover and throughout the season 
outside. Round scarlet roots of uniform size slow 
to go woody and taste great. 
RUDI (400)   RARD       £1.50 
Short-leaved radish which is fast-growing and 
uniform. Round, red with a fine root can be 
grown early and late under-cover. 
SAXA (400)   RASA      £1.15 
High-quality, early, red radish which stands well 
and has some resistance to downy mildew. 
LONG WHITE ICICLE (200) RALW       £1.50 
Long white roots with a tasty mild radish flavour 
and a crisp texture. Ideal for slicing in salads. 
Easy to grow inside and out. 
SPARKLER 3 (400)  RASP        £1.15 
Globe shaped roots of deep red with a striking 
white tip. Keeps its flavour, slow to go woody. 
MIXED RADISH (400)  RAMX       £1.50 
Special economical mixture to give a nice varia-
tion of colours and root shape all in one row. 
 

RADISH, WINTER 
CHINA ROSE (425)  RACR        £1.15 
Long rose pink roots with pure white flesh. Can 
be harvested in autumn and stored if required. 
ROSA (425)   RARO       £1.15 
Large tapered roots similar to China Rose but 
more uniform in size. 
BLACK SPANISH (200)            RASR       £1.15 
ROUND   
Black skinned with crisp white flesh and peppery 
flavour. An interesting radish to grow and can be 
stored well in boxes of sand.  

 

ORGANIC SHALLOT SETS 
 

LONGOR  Delivery Dec-March 
 

Traditional French type with elongated bulbs, 
copper coloured skin and pink flesh. 
SSLO1 250g £5.25       SSLO2    500g   £6.95 
SSLO3 1 kg  £11.50     SSLO4    2.5 kg £27.00 
 

MELOINE  Delivery Dec-March 
 

Downy mildew resistant variety producing 6-8 
bulbs which are round with a golden red skin. 
Sow from late March onwards for best results. 
SSME1 250g  £4.95       SSME2    500g   £6.95 
SSME3 1 kg  £11.50     SSME4    2.5 kg  £27.00 
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ROCKET 
RUCOLA COLTIVATA (1000) RORU       £1.15 
Superior salad rocket with attractive large leaves 
of excellent flavour. Ideal for mixed leafy salads. 
Slow bolt variety. 
ESMEE (1000)   ROES      £1.50 
Attractive highly lobed rocket gives a new shape 
to leafy salads. Vigorous grower and a good 
taste. 
WILD ROCKET (1000)  ROWI        £1.50 
Smaller leaves than salad rocket and with a far 
more intense flavour. Sought after salad leaf 
where flavour is important. 
LETIZIA (1000)   ROLE        £1.80 
Professional standard wild rocket  with intermedi-
ate resistance to downy mildew and strong 
against fusarium. Fast growing and slow to bolt. 
 

SALSIFY (180)  SALS      £1.50 
Old, almost forgotten root vegetable. Sometimes  
known as "vegetable oyster" Sweet aromatic 
taste.   
 

SCORZONERA 

VRN ENORMA(150)  SCLB        £1.15 
Heavy yielding with long, smooth, black roots. 
Excellent flavour and good resistance to bolting. 
Interesting root crop which is easy to grow. 
 

SPINACH 
GIANT WINTER (500)  SPGW      £1.15 

Large leaved winter variety which is sown from 
Aug to the end of Oct. For late winter use. Can 
also be sown in March for a summer crop. 
MATADOR or ATLANTA (500) SPMA       £1.15 
All year round variety with dark green leaves. 
Sow from March to October. 
EARLY GIANT LEAF (500) SPEG       £1.15 
Fast growing, prickly-seeded variety. Especially 
suited to early and late cultivations. Good cold 
tolerance. Large tender leaves. Very tasty.  
GAMMASON (500)  SPGA       £1.50 
Developed for those who want to crop spinach in 
the summer months. Slow-growing, bolt-resistant 
non-hybrid suitable for spring and summer use 
with smooth, round and very dark leaves. 
RENEGADE F1 (500)  SPRE      £1.50 
Excellent variety which matures extremely quick-
ly, is disease resistant and has a very sweet 
taste. Can be over-wintered in mild areas.  
NEW ZEALAND (50)  SPNZ        £1.80 
Not a true spinach but  is cooked in a similar way 
with a similar taste. Fleshy green leaves can be 
picked continually until the first frosts. Does not 
go to seed in the summer in the same way that 
true spinach does. 

PERPETUAL SPINACH SPLB      £1.15                                                                                    
(ERBETTE) (250)    
Not a true spinach but a high quality leaf beet. 
Ideal for dry conditions where normal spinach 
can easily bolt. Can provide valuable greens 
throughout the winter. 
 

SQUASHES, PUMPKIN TYPES 
 

BIG MAX  (10)   SQBM      £1.50 
The big one. Large fruits up to 50 kg with smooth 
round skin and tasty flesh. This is the choice for 
keen competition growers.   
JACK’O’LANTERN (10)   SQJO      £1.50 
The perfect Halloween pumpkin and certainly 
one of our most popular. Medium sized golden 
fruits ready in about 4 months. 
TOM FOX (10)   SQTF      £1.80 
A more refined Jack o lantern type with uniform 
fruits of 6-10 kg in weight. Deep orange colour, 
well-ribbed with thick fleshy walls, the fruits grow 
on a trailing vine. 
MUSQUEE DE PROVENCE (10) SQMU    £1.80 
Traditional French pumpkin with vigorous vines. 
Ribbed fruits mature from dark green to ochre 
and can reach up to 8 kg in weight. 
JACK BE LITTLE (10)        SQJB      £1.50 
Probably the smallest pumpkin but the tastiest 
too. Cricket ball sized fruits which can be boiled 
or roasted & served whole.  
ROUGE VIF D’ETAMPES (10) SQRV       £1.80 
Trailing variety with large flat-round orange/red  
fruits that are reminiscent of the Cinderella car-
riage. So often called the Cinderella pumpkin.  
Can grow up to 10 kg but normally around 6-8 kg 
 

SQUASHES, NON-PUMPKIN TYPES 
 

TUFFY(10)   SQTY      £1.50 
Unique heavily ribbed acorn squash with thick 
flesh that is sweeter and drier than most acorn 
types. Bush to short-vine plants yield 5 to 6 fruits 
which average about 1 kg.  
BLACK FUTSU (10)  SQBF        £1.50 
Heavily ribbed black skinned pumpkin of 1-2 kg. 
Excellent flavour when roasted. Will turn beige 
with a grey coating if left to mature fully.  
BLUE BALLET (10)  SQBL        £1.80 
Soft blue grey skin with sweet orange flesh. 
Lovely flavour and keeps well. Each plant will 
produce 2-3 fruits up to 2 kg. each. 
BLUE KURI (10)  SQBK        £1.80 
Similar to the Green Hokkaido squash but with a 
blue tinge to the skin. Excellent flavour and tex-
ture will make this a favourite.  
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BUTTERNUT (10)    SQBW       £1.50 
Productive large butternut which grows up to 30 
cm long. Dense flesh and stores well. 
TIANA F1 (10)   SQTN      £1.80 
Excellent hybrid butternut with high yields of top 
quality fruits which do not get too large weighing 
1-1.2 kg. The flesh is dark and sweet. 
CUSTARD WHITE (10)  SQCW      £1.50 
Creamy, white flat fruits with a scalloped edge. 
An unusual squash with a fine flavour. 
JAUNE F1 (10)   SQJE        £2.50 
Yellow patty-pan type similar to Custard White. 
High yields of saucer sized fruits with a scal-
loped edge and a bright yellow colour. 
DELICATA (10)  SQDE      £1.50 
Cream coloured elongated fruits with a green 
stripe this is a distinct strain which is excellent 
for stuffing and baking. The trailing plants pro-
duce 5-7 fruits about 20 cm. long.  
MARINA DI CHIOGGIA (10) SQMA       £1.50 
Big green tasty squash with knobbly skin and a 
flat globe shape. Stores well and taste improves 
with age.  
BUTTERCUP (10)              SQBT       £1.80 
Reputedly one of the most delicious squashes 
ever and certainly one of our favourites. Green 
skin and firm sweet flesh, ideal for roasting as 
well as soups and pumpkin pie. 
GREEN HOKKAIDO (10) SQGH      £1.80 
Our favourite squash thanks to its dry and nutty 
flavoured, orange-yellow flesh. Stores well, up to 
February from a September harvest.  
RED (UCHIKI) KURI (10)  SQRK       £1.50 
Onion shaped squash with bright, orange skin 
and lovely, nutty flavour. High yielding and easy 
to grow. 
FICTOR  (10)   SQFI         £1.80 
Professional standard Uchiki Kuri type. It is fast 
growing so can be sown a little later if required. 
Many uniform fruits per plant give high yields. 
ORANGE SUMMER F1 (10) SQOR       £2.50 
Improved large Uchiki kuri type with uniform, 
high-quality fruits of 1.4 -1.6 kg. Semi-bush 
plants with some resistance to downy mildew. 
AMORO F1 (10)  SQAM       £1.80 
High yielding and early, heart-shaped Uchiki Kuri 
type with orange skin and flesh. The plants are 
non-trailing and vigorous The 0.8 -1.2 kg fruits 
will store up to four months. 
SWEET DUMPLING (10) SQSD       £1.80 
A real star among winter squashes. Sweet 
Dumpling produces large numbers of small, bi-
coloured fruits which are ideal for stuffing or 
cooking whole. Very good taste and texture. 

TURKS TURBAN (10)  SQTU      £1.80 
Brightly coloured squash. Ideal for eating stuffed 
or for ornamental use. Can grow very large and 
stores well.  
VEGETABLE (10)   SQVE      £1.50                                                                                         
SPAGHETTI     
Unique plant producing large fruits which are 
boiled whole, or baked before forking out the 
spaghetti-like flesh. Strange but true. 
ORANGETTI F1(10)  SQOG      £2.50 
Improved, hybrid spaghetti squash with a deep 
orange skin and flesh. Early, high yielding with 
slightly sweet spaghetti-like flesh on bush plants. 
SOMBRA F1(10)  SQWS       £1.80 
Previously named Winter Sweet F1, this variety 
has great taste and texture. It keeps well and 
improves with storage. Fruits are light grey with 
a charcoal mottling and average 2-3 kg.  
 

SWEDE 
WILHELMSBURGER (300) SWWB      £1.15 
Excellent green-topped with yellow roots and 
very firm flesh. Quite cold tolerant. Stores well. 
LOMONDE (300)  SWLO      £1.50 
Club root and mildew resistant purple topped 
swede. Winter hardy for use from October-Feb. 
 

SWEET CORN 
GOLDEN BANTAM (50) SCGB       £1.50 
Good quality cobs, early and sweet non hybrid 
which is used as a basis for many of the newer  
varieties. Larger kernel size than most modern 
types too. Heirloom variety. 
TRUE GOLD (50)       SCTR        £1.80 
Heirloom variety with golden yellow kernels and 
a rich buttery flavour. Matures Sept.  
DOUBLE STANDARD (50) SCDS      £2.25 
Vigorous, early bicolour sweet corn. Ripens in 
73 days giving cobs of approx 17.5 cm. Good 
flavour and attractive. Ht 1.5 m. 
TRAMUNT (50)   SCTM      £2.25 
Extra-sweet variety. The transformation of sug-
ars into starch is considerably slowed down, 
giving a sweeter taste some time after harvest. 
The plants are robust and tall. The cobs are 
large, regular, flavoursome and very sweet. 
 

TOMATILLO 
TOMATILLO VERDE (10) TMVE      £1.50 
Green tomato like fruits surrounded by a papery 
lantern. They are a favourite in Mexican cooking 
and essential in authentic salsas. Grow like to-
matoes (plants will need support). Best grown 
under cover. The fruits crop August-September. 
TOMATILLO PURPLE (10) TMPU       £1.50 
Purple version of the above. Needs plenty of sun 
to ripen to full purple colour. 
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TOMATO   
A must for any gardener if only because it is so 
difficult to buy nice tasting tomatoes in the shops 
nowadays. This section is divided into tall 
(indeterminate) types and bush growing 
(determinate) types and further subdivided into 
small, medium and large sized fruits. 
 

TOMATO, TALL (INDETERMINATE) TYPES 

SMALL FRUITS  
BLACK CHERRY (10)  TOBL        £1.50 
Vigorous Cherry tomato which ripens to dark 
purple. Tall growing plants are vigorous and 
healthy. Good tasting fruit about 25g in weight.  
GARDENERS DELIGHT (25) TOGD       £1.15 
Still the most popular small tomato and for very 
good reason. Produces masses of fine flavoured 
cocktail sized fruits. 
BARTELLY F1 (5)  TOBT      £2.95 
A modern hybrid cherry tomato with very long 
trusses and a good taste balance between sweet 
and sour. Good disease resistance. Ideal for the 
unheated greenhouse. 
YELLOW SUBMARINE (25)     TOYS        £1.15 
Yellow cocktail tomato with very tasty small yel-
low, slightly pear-shaped fruits on large trusses. 
Potato leaved type. 
CLEMENTINE (25)  TOCM       £1.15 
Clementine's small, uniform, oval-round, orange 
coloured fruits weigh about 5-10g. The plants 
produce high yields and the tomatoes have an 
excellent, sweet-tart flavour.  
DEVOTION F1 (5)  TODV        £3.25     
Well flavoured cocktail tomato with a deep red 
and shining colour. Trusses ripen evenly so can 
be picked whole to look good on the plate. 
For undercover use. 
MIRABELLE BLANCHE (25) TOMI      £1.15 
Unique, acidic, tangy tasting fruits which are a 
very pale yellow ivory colour. The largish cocktail 
sized fruits are produced in profusion and are 
definitely worth a try for tomato lovers.  
SAKURA F1 (5)  TOSA        £2.95 
Another real favourite with our professional grow-
ers. Firm cherry tomato with excellent taste and 
colour. Vigorous plants which do best undercov-
er and produce large trusses. 
ZUCKERTRAUBE (25)  TOZT        £1.15 
Very popular cherry type mainly for use under 
cover, though can be grown outside in sheltered 
areas. Large trusses laden with tasty fruits which 
will crop right through the summer. 
GOLDIANA (10)  TOGO       £1.50 
Orange cherry tomato that is fast becoming a 
favourite. Easy to grow with very tasty 20-25g 
fruits on a strong growing very open plant. 

MEDIUM-SIZED FRUITS 
 

CINDEL F1 (5)   TOCN       £2.25 
Very early medium sized tomato which can be 
grown undercover to crop in the spring from a 
December sowing. 130g fruits. 
DOUGLAS F1 (5)  TODG      £2.95 
Vigorous, early variety with tasty high quality 
medium fruits of approx 100g in weight. This 
variety is high yielding and attractive. 
GIMLI F1(5)   TOGM       £2.95 
Vigorous, fairly early new variety with 80-90g 
fruits. Very shiny, round, tasty, red fruits with 10-
12 per truss. This variety has been particularly 
bred for undercover use in organic production. 
GOLDEN QUEEN (25)  TOGQ       £1.15 
Popular and high yielding yellow salad tomato 
with an exceptionally fine flavour. Heirloom varie-
ty dating back to 1800. 
GREEN ZEBRA (10)  TOGZ     £1.50 
Extraordinary tangy tasting fruits which go from 
light green with dark green stripes to yellow with 
green stripes when mature. Indeterminate type. 
Fruit weighs approx 100g. 
MATINA (25)   TOMA       £1.15 
Early potato-leaved tomato for greenhouse or 
outdoor use. Medium sized bright red fruits with 
good resistance to splitting and to cold weather. 
QUADRO (25)   TOQU       £1.50 
Fast growing oval fruited tomato which can be 
grown inside or out. Has shown considerable  
tolerance to BLIGHT. Fruits are firm and tasty. 
SPARTA F1 (5)   TOSR        £2.95 
Very tasty medium-sized salad tomato with good 
disease resistance and firm flesh. Average fruit 
weight 110g. 
YELLOW PERFECTION (25)    TOYP        £1.15 
Smooth golden yellow round fruits are formed on 
sturdy plants. Early to fruit and high yielding. 
Heirloom variety. 
BOCATI F1 (5)   TOBC        £2.95 
Undercover type. Vigorous plants with bright red 
fruits which ripen all together on the truss for an 
attractive presentation. Fruit weight 110g. 
TIGERELLA (25)  TOTG       £1.50 
Distinct red fruits with golden stripes. Not just a 
novelty though; it is heavy yielding and has a 
really fine flavour.  
SAN MARZANO (25)    TOSM       £1.15 
Red, plum type produces heavy crops for 
cooking and bottling, sauces and purees. Best 
grown under cover. Can be grown as a bush. 
POZZANO F1 (5)  TOPZ      £2.95 
Classic, San Marzano hybrid with 150g fruits of 
excellent quality. High yielding and good disease 
resistance. Best grown under-cover.  
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LARGE FRUITS 
 

BRANDYWINE (10)  TOBR      £1.50 
An heirloom variety, widely regarded as one of 
the finest flavoured large tomatoes with a distinct 
dark pink colour. Grown inside or outside It is 
fairly slow growing, but is worth the wait. 
OXHEART (25)   TOOX       £1.15 
Traditional Italian tomato with large pink heart 
shaped fruits. Very tasty and has thick meaty 
flesh and little juice. So ideal for sandwiches. 
BERNER ROSE (25)  TOBE        £1.15 
Fine tasting large pink tomato which is very easy 
to grow. Very attractive colour and smooth 
round, tasty fruits. This is probably our favourite 
large tomato. 
SAINT PIERRE (25)  TOSP        £1.15 
Quite large, fleshy tomato which is very prolific. 
Traditional and tasty French heirloom variety 
which has become one of our favourites. 
MARMANDE (25)  TOMM       £1.15 
Large, irregular fruits which originated in France. 
They are late to mature but the taste is well 
worth waiting for. Can be grown as bush type. 
VELOCITY F1 (5)  TOVE        £2.25 
High yielding beef tomato. Fruit weight 220g. 
Vigorous, open plant that does well in various 
conditions. For heated or cold indoor use. 
 

TOMATO, BUSH (DETERMINATE) TYPES 

DEFIANT F1 (5)  TODF      £2.25 
Bred for flavour and BLIGHT RESISTANCE. 
Globe-shaped with deep red colour. Fruit weight 
around 200g. Suitable for indoor or outside use.  
KORALIK (10)   TOKO      £1.50 
Very early bush producing very high yields of 
small, sweet,  red cherry tomatoes. Strong grow-
ing plants show excellent tolerance to BLIGHT 
Ideal for pots, hanging-baskets or open ground. 
PRINCIPE BORGHESE (25) TOPR        £1.15 
The king of Italian paste tomatoes. The 50g fruits 
are the most suitable for the production of sun 
dried tomatoes, bottling and pureeing. 
ROMA (25)   TORO       £1.15 
Medium late type of red plum tomato. Can be 
grown outside or under glass and has good 
disease resistance.  
BETTY F1 (10)   TOBY      £2.25 
Bush beefsteak variety with deep-red fruits up to 
225g in weight. It is early, vigorous and high 
yielding. It can be grown inside or out.   
BANANA LEGS (10)  TOBA        £1.50 
An heirloom variety which produces 10 cm. long 
yellow fruits that resembles a banana (very 
slightly). Very high yields can be obtained. 
 

TURNIP 
FLAT WHITE MAY (500) TUFL        £1.50 
Fast growing flat white roots for harvesting in 
May and June from a spring sowing or in the 
autumn form an August sowing. Tasty tender 
flesh of good quality. 
GOLDANA (500)  TUGN        £1.50 
Fast growing yellow turnip for spring and sum-
mer sowing. Tasty and productive. 
MILAN PURPLE TOP (500) TUMI         £1.15 
Useful traditional early type with flattish purple 
topped roots. 
WHITE GLOBE (500)  TUWG       £1.15 
Traditional white turnip with smooth round roots 
and bright purple top. 
 

WATER MELON 
CRIMSON SWEET (20) WMCS      £1.50 
With protection in early stages and lots of water 
thereafter, this trailing variety can be successful 
in our gardens. Shelter required. 
 

CHINESE CABBAGE 
GRANAAT (100)  ORGN       £1.50 
Long green heads with crisp leaves. Valuable 
salad crop which can mature in 7 weeks, or be 
cut early for cut and come again. 
KABOKO F1 (50)  ORKA       £1.80 
Cylindrical heads which can weigh over 1 kg. 
Kaboko is an excellent, professional-quality vari-
ety with dark green outer leaves and a tight com-
pact habit. Crops May to November. 
 

ORIENTAL GREENS & SALADS 
 

KOMATSUNA (250)  ORKO        £1.50 
Very hardy, green, leafy vegetable from Japan. 
Pick young for microgreens or salad leaves or 
allow to grow on for spinach leaves for braising, 
boiling and stir-fry. 
TOKYO BEKANA (400) ORTB        £1.50 
Bright green, broad leaved variety with sweet 
tender crispy leaves which are ruffled at the  
edge. Can be eaten raw as young or mature 
leaves. Also great for stir-fry. 
GOLDEN FRILLS (400) ORGF      £1.50 
Delicately cut leaves with a spicy flavour which 
develops as the plant matures.  Can be picked 
young as baby leaf, older as cut and come again 
or as a full headed mature crop. Pair with Purple 
Frills for an attractive salad mix. 

 

ORIENTAL VEGETABLES 

Order online  www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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PURPLE FRILLS (400)  ORPF      £1.50 
A deep purple red colour. The delicately cut 
leaves have a spicy flavour which develops as 
the plant matures. Can be harvested as Golden 
Frills above. 
SCARLET FRILLS (500) ORRM     £1.50 
Previously sold as Red Mizuna this is very simi-
lar to Purple Frills. Delicately cut leaves have a 
spicy flavour developing as the plant matures.  
PURPLE WAVE (400)  ORPW      £1.50 
Frilly, textured leaves with purple tinge and bright 
green stems, this is a cross between Osaka 
Purple and a type called Green Frills. Medium 
spicy as a baby-leaf but quite hot when mature. 
RUBY STREAKS (250)  ORRU       £1.50 
Dark green and maroon leaves which are highly 
serrated. The leaves have a sweet and mustardy 
flavour. Great for salad or stir-fry. 
GREEN IN SNOW  (400) ORGS      £1.15 
(CHINESE MUSTARD)                                                                    
Grown for it’s hot leaves and used for salads and 
stir-fry. Pick when young for baby leaf or allow to 
mature when the leaves get hotter. Frost hardy.  
MUSTARD GIANT RED (500) ORGR       £1.15 
Decorative and tasty red leaved green. Cut as 
baby leaf at 15 cm or leave to mature to 45 cm. 
Tasty mustard flavour which gets hotter as the 
plant matures. 
OSAKA PURPLE (400)  OROK       £1.15 
(MUSTARD SPINACH) 
Purple/red, large lettuce like leaves with a fairly 
hot mustard flavour. Attractive and tasty addition 
to late summer salads. 
GREEN WAVE (250)  ORGW      £1.50 
Bright lime-green flat leaves which are heavily 
ruffled at the edges when mature. The flavour is 
quite pungent but reduces on cooking 
MIZUNA (500)   ORMZ       £1.15 
Excellent, and now the most popular, non- 
heading salad plant with deeply cut spicy 
flavoured leaves which can also be stir fried. 
Vigorous and cold hardy. 
PURPLE MIZUNA (400)Expected Jan 2019, call or  

   check website for availability  
Attractive purple-veined leaves that are sharply 
serrated and have a mild flavour. Colour be-
comes more pronounced as the weather cools. 
MIBUNA (400)   ORMB       £1.15 
Japanese green with long strap like leaves. 
Tastes slightly stronger than Mizuna though it is 
still quite mild. Pick young leaves after about 3 
weeks or allow to mature. 
SERIFON (400)   ORSE      £1.15 
Popular in Japan but a native of China, it has 
broad green leaves with jagged margins and a 
mildly spicy flavour. Vigorous and cold hardy. 

NAMENIA (400)  ORNA       £1.15 
Early and productive salad similar to Mizuna but 
earlier and slightly less serrated. Mature plants 
will form an attractive rosette. 
RED ORACHE   ORRO       £1.15 
An attractive red leaf which is delicious raw or 
cooked. Picked young the leaves are a tasty 
addition to mixed salads. They can also be 
grown on to be cooked like spinach. 
SESSANTINA (500)  ORQU       £1.15 
BROCCOLI RAAB 
Quick growing oriental green. Abundant crops of 
serrated leaves with mild peppery taste.  
SHUNGIKU (500)  ORSH      £1.50 
Known as Chop Suey greens or Chrysanthemum 
greens. Bright-green, deeply-cut, aromatic 
leaves can be eaten raw or cooked. 
ORIENTAL MIX (400)  ORTS        £1.80 
Our own organic mix of oriental varieties and 
rocket to give a unique salad mix. Ideal for cut 
and come again salads or stir-fry. 
 

PAK CHOI 
PAK CHOI (400)  ORPC        £1.15 
Organic pak choi with dark green leaves and 
crisp juicy white central stem. 
TAI SAI (250)   ORTI          £1.15 
Fine sturdy heirloom Pak Choi variety with deep 
green leaves and white stems. Lovely fresh taste 
in stir fries and salads. 
TATSOI, GREEN COIN  (400) ORTA        £1.15 
Broad round leaved rosette greens with a wide 
central stem which is crisp and juicy. Plants pro-
duce large rosette of small Pak Choi type leaves. 
SHANGHAI GREEN (250) ORSG        £1.50 
Dark green, spoon-shaped leaves with wide, light 
green midribs and mild flavor. Shanghai forms 
densely packed, vase-like heads. Plants can be 
spaced closely for baby choy, which is in de-
mand with top Asian chefs for its tenderness and 
mild flavor. 
VIVID CHOI (250)  ORVC        £1.50 
Unique Pak Choi with stems which range from 
pale pink to vivid pink and purple. The leaves are 
slightly serrated. Great for salad mixes, braising 
or stir-fry. Both cold-hardy and slow to bolt, al-
lowing for a long harvest window. 
 

 

All our usual composts,  
pest controls, fleeces etc are still 

available through our website  
 

www.tamarorganics.co.uk   
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Grown to benefit the soil. They are normally fast 
growing. They produce masses of  fine roots 
and foliage which hold nutrients and return them 
to the top few inches of soil when dug in.  They 
can also smother weeds and protect the ground 
from the winter weather. Some have long tap 
roots dredging nutrients up from deep in the soil 
and others fix nitrogen from the air. Use when 
soil is free. Some are particularly valuable over 
winter. 
 

ALFALFA   
16 sq metres (35g) OGMAL35             £1.15 
50 sq metres (100g) OGMAL100           £2.25                      
250 sq metres (500g) OGMAL500           £7.95 
Very deep roots, suitable for dry conditions but 
does not like acid soils. Can be over wintered.  
Dig in when still green. Slight nitrogen fixer.   
Sow May to August.   
 

BUCKWHEAT   
8 sq metres (50g) OGMBU50             £1.15 
20 sq metres (125g) OGMBU125           £1.80                       
80 sq metres (500g) OGMBU500           £4.95 
Sow May-August when soil is warm. Grows very 
quickly and produces large amounts of organic 
matter. Dig in after 10-12 weeks. 
 

CRIMSON CLOVER  
20 sq metres  (35g) OGMCC35      £1.15 
60 sq metres (100g)  OGMCC100         £2.25   
300 sq metres (500g)    OGMCC500         £6.25 
Useful in sandy soils and an excellent nitrogen 
fixer. Attractive to bees if left to flower. Sow 
March to June or August for overwintering. 
 

RED CLOVER    
20 sq metres (35g) OGMRC35            £1.15 
60 sq metres (100g) OGMRC100          £2.95 
300 sq metres (500g) OGMRC500          £8.95 
Deep rooting and fast growing perennial crop 
which fixes nitrogen. Can be cut for compost 
and left to re-sprout. Can be over wintered. Sow 
April-August. 
 

WHITE CLOVER 
32 sq metres (35g) OGMWC35            £1.15 
100 sq metres (100g) OGMWC100          £3.25 
500 sq metres (500g) OGMWC500        £15.00 
Short growing medium leaved variety. Quick to 
establish. Ideal for under-sowing tall crops. Fixes  
nitrogen. Can be over wintered. Sow April-
August 

MUSTARD 
15 sq metres (35g) OGMMU35           £1.15 
50 sq metres (100g) OGMMU100         £1.80 

 250 sq metres (500g) OGMMU500          £5.00 
Very quick growing, can be used from March to 
Sept. Treat as a brassica in the rotation.   
 

PHACELIA    
14 sq metres (30g) OGMPT30            £1.15       
35 sq metres (75g) OGMPT75            £2.25  
500 sq metres  (500g) OGMPT500         £9.25 
Sow March to Sept. Dense foliage to dig in just 
before flowering. Leave a few flowers around the 
edge to attract bees 
 

ITALIAN RYE GRASS  
5 sq metres (50g) OGMIR50              £1.15 
25 sq metres (250g) OGMIR250            £2.95 
50 sq metres (500g) OGMIR500            £4.95 
Sow Aug-November to over-winter and dig in in 
the spring. Thin foliage with extensive roots.  
 

FODDER RADISH  
6 sq metres (35g) OGMFR35      £1.15 
18 sq metres (100g) OGMFR100      £1.80 
90 sq metres (500g) OGMFR500           £6.25 
Deep tap root bringing up nutrients from the 
subsoil. Lots of organic matter. Dies down over 
winter to dig in during spring. Sow May-August. 
 

TARES    
12 sq metres (75g) OGMTA75             £1.15     
45 sq metres (250g) OGMTA250           £2.25 
90 sq metres (500g)     OGMTA500           £3.95 
Fast growing annual. Fixes nitrogen and is 
winter hardy. Sow March to September and turn 
in in the spring. Dislikes acid soils. 
 

FIELD BEANS   
3 sq metres (75g) OGMFB75       £1.15    
10 sq metres (250g) OGMFB250        £2.45    
Limited quantities available check website for 
availability. 
Very popular choice. This fixes nitrogen, can be 
over wintered and will sprout after 1st cut to give 
second lot of foliage. Sow September-
November. 
 

GRAZING RYE 
5 sq metres (50g) OGMGR50            £1.15 
25 sq metres (250g) OGMGR250          £2.95 
50 sq metres (500g) OGMGR500          £5.50 
Popular green manure for winter use. Improves 
soil structure, suppresses weeds and prevents 
the leeching of nutrients by the winter rain. Sow 
August-October. Dig in during the Spring. 

 

For larger quantities of Green Manures or any other seed items in this catalogue, 
telephone our growers enquiry line on 

 

01579 371182 or go online www.tamarorganics.co.uk 

 

GREEN MANURES 
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ANISE (200) (A) Expected Jan 2019. Call or  

   check website for availability  
Delicate plant with pretty white flowers. Aniseed 
for flavouring breads etc. Ht. 30cm.                                                 
BASIL, CINNAMON (600) (A)  HBCI         £1.15 
Cinnamon flavour basil from Mexico. Ht. 45cm.   
BASIL, GREEK (600) (A) HBGR       £1.15 
Fine leaved miniature bush-type basil with small 
leaves and good scent.                   
BASIL, LEMON (600) (A) HBLE        £1.15 
Low-growing basil with beautiful lemon 
fragrance. Can be used in teas. Grows to 15 cm.                          
BASIL NUFAR F1 (600) (A) HBNU      £1.50 
Fusarium tolerant vigorous and bolt resistant, 
hybrid basil. High yielding, sweet and spicy. 
BASIL, CHEN (600) (A) HBSS        £1.15 
Super-sweet variety and reputed to be the best 
Genovese type. 
BASIL, DEEP PURPLE (600) (A) HBDP    £1.50 
Deep coloured red basil. Very good appearance, 
aroma and taste. 
BASIL ELEONORA (600) (A) HBEL      £1.50 
Professional standard basil with intermediate 
resistance to Downey mildew. Large leaves. 
Ideal for open-field and pot-production. 
BASIL, SWEET (600) (A) HBSW      £1.15 
The popular culinary basil with a very fine 
flavour. Ht. 45cm.   
BASIL, THAI (600) (A)  HBTH      £1.50 
Used in Thai cooking. Attractive purple flowers 
and stems. Unique scent and taste. 
BORAGE (100) (A)  HBOR       £1.50 
Beautiful blue bee plant with edible flowers. Easy 
to grow. 
BURNET, SALAD (115)   (P)   HBUR      £1.50 
Slightly bitter leaves for salad use. Ht. 30cm.   
CARAWAY (250)  (B)    HCAR        £1.50 
Leaves and seeds used as garnish and 
flavouring. Ht. 60cm.                
CHAMOMILE (4000) (A) HCHA      £1.15   
Daisy-like flowers for teas and skin/hair wash. Ht. 
60cm.                             

 

CHERVIL, FINE-CURLED  (500) (B) Expected Jan 

  2019. Call or check website for availability  
Delicate, curled, fern-like leaves. Look similar to 
parsley and can be used in the same way.    
CHERVIL MASSA (500) (B) Expected Jan 2019. Call  

   or check website for availability  
Flat leaved with a very fine taste. Look similar to 
parsley and can be used in the same way.    
CHIVES (850) (P)   HCCV      £1.15 
Mild onion flavour, medium sized leaves to be 
cut for salads and sandwiches. 
CLARY SAGE (100) (B) HCLS      £1.80  
Very decorative flower bracts and aromatic 
leaves. Biennial. Ht. 60 cm.                    
CORIANDER, FILTRO (500) (A) HCFI      £1.50  
Improved coriander. High yielding slow bolt 
variety for leaf production. Ht. 1m.          
DILL (900)  (A)   HDIL      £1.15 
Tetra variety with a sweet taste. Ingredient in 
sauces and pickles. Ht. 90cm.                                                
ECHINACEA (200) (P)  HECH        £1.15 
Purple coneflower. Attractive border and cut 
flower. Medicinal properties. (Ech. Purpurea) 
FENNEL, COMMON (230)  (P)  HFEC       £1.50 
Green leaved with distinctive scent and flavour.  
FENNEL BRONZE (100) (P) HFBR       £1.50 
The same distinctive scent and flavour of com-
mon fennel with bronze tinge to the leaves. 
FEVERFEW (500) (A)  HFEV        £1.50  
A favourite migraine cure. Daisy flowers and 
bitter leaves. Ht. 50 cm.   
HYSSOP (300) (P)   HHYS      £1.15 
Fine, blue-flowered bee-plant. Ht. 45cm.                                                               
LAVENDER, ENGLISH (500)(P)HLAE       £1.50 
Scented lilac flowers. Tricky to germinate but 
well worth the effort. Tall type for hedges. 90cm.      
BALM, LEMON (200) (P) HBAL        £1.15 
Strong lemon scented bushy herb. Makes a de-
lightful tasty tea. Ht. 75cm. 
LOVAGE (100) (P)  HLOV      £1.50 
Large shrub with celery like taste to leaves and 
stems. Ht. up to 2m.      
MARIGOLD, POT (100) (A) OFCA      £1.15 
Traditional marigold with attractive single flowers. 
Edible petals for salads and a lure to beneficial 
insects, particularly bees. 
MARJORAM SWEET, (2000) (A)  HMAS   £1.15 
Use the sweet leaves to flavour all types of 
dishes. Useful in potpourri.                 
MINT, PEPPERMINT (900)(P) Expected Jan 2019,  

             call or check website for availability  
Strong, dark green leaves with excellent  flavour.   
OREGANO (2000)(P)  Expected Jan 2019, 

call or Check website for availability  
Special variety with fine flavour. The best for 
culinary use and a must for pizza. Ht. 60cm. 

LAWN CHAMOMILE, TRENEAGUE 
Dispatched April-May 

 

Non-flowering, low growing chamomile strain for 
the creation of an apple scented lawn 

Quickly forms roots when potted or planted. 
Plant 15 cm apart and the plants will quickly 

spread to fill the bare soil between them. 
  

25 Plantlets      CHLA       £15.00 

 

HERB SEEDS 
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ROSEMARY (60) (P)  HROS       £1.50 
Evergreen shrub with needle shaped leaves. 
Culinary favourite. Ht.1m. Slow to germinate. 
RUE  (100) (P)   HRUE        £1.15 
Herb of grace. Blue-grey lacy foliage and small 
yellow flower. Foliage can irritate sensitive skin.  
SAGE (100) (P)                     HSAG       £1.50 
Perrenial bush providing tasty aromatic leaves. 
Old plants get woody so should be replaced 
every three to four years. 
SAVORY, SUMMER (1200) (A) HSUS       £1.15 
Plant and eat with beans. Attractive pale pink 
flowers. Ht.45 cm.    
SAVORY, WINTER (1000)(P) HWIS        £1.15 
Hardy dwarf perrenial bush. Stronger than 
summer savory but has the same uses. 
SORREL, FRENCH (800)(P)  HSOF      £1.15 
Traditional, large leaved type for sauces, soups 
etc. Ht. 60 cm.               
ST JOHNS WORT (2000) (P)   Expected Jan 2019.  

           Call or check website for availability  
Ancient medicinal herb with anti-bacterial proper-
ties.  
TANSY (400) (P)     Call or check website for availability  
Aromatic herb with fern like leaves and yellow 
flowers. Insect repellent. Ht.1m.      
THYME, COMMON (1500)(P)    HTHM       £1.15 
Perennial culinary herb which forms a decorative 
low shrub with flowers that bees love. 
YARROW (400) (P)  HYAW       £1.80 
Feathered leaves with white or pink flowers. 
Medicinal herb. Ht.1m.    
 
 

 
 

 

Regretfully, due to the unseasonably hot weather  dur-
ing the summer we are unable to  offer our  usual varie-

ty of soft fruit bushes for the Autumn of 2018. 
All the currant bushes listed here are 2 year-old bare- 

rooted plants. 
 

All Soft-fruit bushes dispatched November –March. 
 

REDCURRANTS 
Easy to grow and prolific. Allow 1.2-1.7 m be-
tween plants. Sold as bare rooted 2 year old 
plants. High in vitamin C. Require a rich soil.  
ROVADA        RBRO 
A very high-yielding variety with a vigorous up-
right habit. The berries are large and produced 
on long strings. They are easy to pick and freeze 
well. Harvest July into August. 

BLACKCURRANTS 
Easy to grow and prolific. Allow 1.2-1.7 m be-
tween plants. Sold as bare rooted 2 year old 
plants. High in vitamin C. Require a rich soil.  
BEN GAIRN        BBBG 
Earliest variety with medium sized berries of fine 
flavour. Resistant to foliar diseases and the only 
variety resistant to reversion virus. 
BEN CONNAN       BBBC   
Early, high yielding with very large, tasty berries 
making it popular for those growing for shows. 
Resistant to mildew and leaf curling midge. Medi-
um sized bush. 
BEN HOPE        BBBH 
Very high yielding, producing medium-sized 
berries on long strings.  Good resistance against 
most foliar diseases and big-bud resistant. A  
mid-season variety the plants are tall so shel-
tered position needed. 
 

 

 

CHUCKLEBERRY   CBCH 
A jostaberry, gooseberry, red currant cross with 
flavours of all three. Grown like a blackcurrant, it 
is early cropping and gives high yields of deep-
purple berries which taste great. Ideal for jams, 
ice-cream flavouring or fresh.  

 

QUANTITY 
1 

BUSH 
3 

BUSH 
10 

BUSH 

ROVADA £10.60 £25.00 £59.00 

 

QUANTITY 
1 

BUSH 
3 

BUSH 
10 

BUSH 

B. GAIRN £10.60 £25.50 £59.50 

B. CONNAN £10.60 £25.50 £59.50 

B. HOPE £10.60 £25.50 £59.50 

 
RHUBARB PLANTS 

 
We are hoping that Organic Rhubarb will be 

available this season.   
Please check out our website 

www.tamarorganics.co.uk  
for prices and availability.  

Or telephone 01579 371087 for details. 

QUANTITY 
 

1 
BUSH 

3 
BUSH 

10 
BUSH 

CHUCKLEBERRY £10.95 £28.25 £65.00 

 

 

ORGANIC SOFT FRUIT 
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STRAWBERRIES 
Listed in order of maturity. For more detailed cropping times 
please see the website. 

Dispatched March and April 
 

CHRISTINE       STCH 
Very early with large, firm, bright, orange-red 
fruits of excellent flavour. Resistance to Verticilli-
um wilt and mildew and it may need fleecing to 
protect the early flowers from frost,  
CAMBRIDGE FAVOURITE     STCF 
A well known older variety which is still  popular 
due to its reliability and tolerance. Consistent 
heavy crops of orange conical, very juicy fruits of 
fine flavour. A favourite for jam making. 
PEGASUS       STPG 
Probably one of the best disease resistant varie-
ties and justifiably popular. High quality fruits with 
excellent flavour. Prefers slightly heavy soils. 
Resistant to wilt, mildew and crown rot. 
SYMPHONY       STSY 
Late season variety which yields very heavy 
crops. Very good disease resistance and seems 
to thrive in damp conditions so ideal for the North 
and West of the country. High quality bright red 
fruits with excellent flavour. 

 

Carriage of £16.00 is chargeable on all fruit 
tree orders to most mainland addresses. 

 

Delivery November to March 
 

About Rootstocks: Fruit trees are grafted onto 
rootstocks which determine vigour and eventual 
size. The rootstocks available for each variety 
are given in brackets alongside the pollination 
group. A brief description of the rootstocks avail-
able is given below: 
 
M27 Very dwarfing rootstock. Good soil and 
permanent staking is required. Height up to 2m. 
M9  Dwarfing rootstock between M26 and 
M27. Ht 2-2.5m 
M26 Semi dwarfing Rootstock. For trees 2.6m
-3.5m in height. 
MM106 Most popular rootstock ideal for most 
situations. For trees 3.75m-5m in height. 
M25    Our most vigorous rootstock giving trees 
of 5m-6.5m in height. 
 

About Pollination Groups: Each apple tree is 
assigned a pollination group which is shown by a 
letter in brackets after the name. A tree will need 
a pollinator from the same group (or one group 
either side) nearby for pollination. Some varieties 
are “Triploid” and need two pollinating partners. 
 

APPLE TREES  £16.50 Each  
 

Early Season Apple Varieties. 
 

WORCESTER PEARMAIN (C)  APWP 
(M26,MM106, M25) A classic favourite with 
sweet red and yellow fruit. Reliable cropper and 
a good pollinator. 
DISCOVERY (C)   APDS 
(M26,MM106,M9,M25) Very good early eater 
with crisp, juicy, red apples. Disease resistant 
and a good pollinator. 
KATY (C)    APKA 
(M9,M26,MM106) Early and high yielding with 
bright red fruits. Refreshing taste with some acid-
ity. Trouble-free and a good pollinator. 
JAMES GRIEVE (C)   APJG 
(M9,M26,MM106) Well known red and yellow 
eater which is sweet with some acidity. Hardy so 
good for difficult situations. 
TOM PUTT (C)    APTO 
(MM106,M25) Old south-west cider apple which 
also makes a lovely acidic dessert variety. Angu-
lar apple with crimson red skin. 

 10 25 50 100 200 

ALL 
TYPES 

£21.75 £39.75 £67.50 £118.00 £205.00 

 
 

 

ORGANIC FRUIT TREES 

BIOLOGICAL CONTROLS 
 

Biological controls are non-chemical pest 
controls. They work by using one organism to 
control another with no danger to other 
creatures. The predators used occur naturally in 
the UK, though rarely in the numbers required to 
reduce the pests that affect our gardens. They 
do have a limited shelf life and many are de-
pendant upon temperature and other conditions. 

 

SLUG CONTROL (NEMASLUG)   

Pack to treat up to 40 sq. m SLCP     £14.99 
Pack to treat up to 100 sq. m  SLCX     £29.99 
Nemaslug needs soil temperatures of 5-20oC so 
is best used between March and October.  
Each pack contains millions of microscopic nem-
atodes which are mixed with water and applied 
with a watering can. They enter slugs through 
the cowl and breed, killing the slug in  the pro-
cess but producing many more nematodes to 
pray on more slugs.  Soil should be moist and 
protection should last up to 6 weeks.   
 

See website www.tamarorganics.co.uk  
for full range of biological controls 
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Mid-Season Apple Varieties. 
 

LORD LAMBOURNE (B)  APLL 
(M9,M25,M26,MM106) Reliable, heavy cropping 
eating apple. Red and green, sweet juicy and 
aromatic. Forms a compact tree. 
CHARLES ROSS (C)   APCH 
(M26,MM106) Attractive eating apple that also 
cooks well. Red and yellow, sweet flavoured 
large fruits which have some scab resistance. 
BOUNTIFUL (C)   APBO 
(MM106,M26) Excellent cooker and a good alter-
native to Bramley. Pale green skin striped with 
orange. Heavy cropping and trouble free. 
FIESTA (C)    APFI 
(M9,M26,MM106) Fiesta is a modern variety 
suitable for colder areas. Skin has a bright red 
flush. Flesh is sweet and juicy with a balancing 
acidity. Also known as Red Pippin. 
SUNSET (C)    APSU 
(M25,M26,MM106,) Similar to a Cox but with 
better disease resistance. Heavy crops of small-
ish apples. Excellent choice for the garden. 
 

Late Season Apple Varieties. 
 

BRAMLEY (CT)   APBR 
(M25,M26,MM106) Very popular cooker. Vigor-
ous with large green fruits of top quality. 
BLENHEIM ORANGE (CT)  APBL 
(M26,MM106) An old favourite dessert apple 
which can be used as a cooker. Large yellow 
and orange fruits with a slight russet. 
EGREMONT RUSSET (B)  APEG 
(M25,M26,MM106) Popular russet. Yellow, 
sweet with a nutty flavour. Trouble free dessert 
variety. 
ELLISONS ORANGE (D)  APEO 
(MM106,M26) A rich flavoured dessert apple 
flushed brownish red with stripes of brighter red 
mixed in.  A hardy variety suitable for growing in 
the north and east. 
HEREFORDSHIRE RUSSET (C) APHE 
(M26,MM106) A russet variety giving small-
medium apples with a rich Cox like flavour. Trou-
ble free variety that yields well. 
HOWGATE WONDER (D)  APHG 
(M26,MM106) Very large late cooker with yellow 
skin flushed with orange. Sub-acid light taste 
when cooked. Also pleasant eating apple. 
RED FALSTAFF (C)   APFA 
(M9,M26,MM106) High yielding, modern variety. 
Red and green with fine flavour. Disease re-
sistant, self-fertile and a good pollinator.  

ANNIE ELIZABETH (D)  APAE 
(MM106,M26) Large red and green cooker 
named after the daughters of a Leicestershire 
nurseryman. Excellent keeper. 
D’ARCY SPICE (C)   APDA 
(MM106) Old Essex dessert variety dating back 
to late 1700’s. Sweet yet acid taste that is spicy 
in hot dry summers. Skin is yellow/green with 
fine russetting. 
ASHMEADS KERNAL (E)  APAK 
(M25,M26,MM106) Pale green with a brown 
russet. Crisp yellow flesh, sweet and a little acid-
ic. Good scab resistance and keeps well. 
COX, SELF-FERTILE (C)  APCS 
(M9,MM106,M26) The same as Cox Orange 
Pippin but self-fertile. Excellent flavour with gold-
en skin flushed with orange and red. 
LAXTON’S SUPERB (D)  APLS 
(MM106,M26) Purple/red on yellow skin with a 
Cox like flavour. Very hardy but can become 
biennial cropping as it matures. 
YARLINGTON MILL (C)  APYA 
(MM106,M25) Cider variety. Bittersweet type 
making a very enjoyable cider on its own. 

 

PLANTING YOUR FRUIT TREE. 
 
 

Growing fruit trees successfully requires an 
open situation with plenty of light, shelter 
from prevailing winds and a freely draining 
soil. Good light ensures good growth and 
ripening of fruit. Shelter warms the site and 
improves pollination, growth and fruit pro-
duction. The ideal soil for fruit trees is a 
well drained, slightly acidic loam. 
 

When selecting a site, make allowances for 
the future growth of trees and ensure good 
air circulation. Encourage the growth of 
fruit by regular pruning. Trees should not 
be planted too close together. 
 

Aim for the following distances between 
trees for the following rootstocks. 
 

 

M26 4 m.     M27 2m.       MM106 5m.    
 

M25 10 m.      M9  2.5m. 
 

St Julian A 4-5 m.                Pixy 3 m. 
 

Quince A  4 m.    Quince C 3 m. 
 

Gisela 5 2.4-3 m.  

 

A WIDER SELECTION OF FRUIT TREES ARE 
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE 

www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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CRAB APPLE TREES             £16.25 
 

Crab apples are often grown as ornamental trees 
and will pollinate other fruiting apples. They pro-
duce masses of small fruits which can be made 
into crab apple jelly. Available as maidens on 
MM106 rootstock only. 
 

RED SENTINEL   CARS 
Excellent crab apple with white flowers in spring 
and bright red fruits in autumn through to late 
winter. 
JOHN DOWNIE   CAJD 
White flowers followed by conical, bright orange 
and red fruits which are large for crab apples and 
of good flavour. 
 

PLUM TREES             £19.00  
 

All plums are available on St Julian A rootstock, 
giving moderate vigour and reaching 4m-5m in 
height. Some are available on Pixy dwarfing 
rootstock. All are self-fertile unless stated. 
 

 

BLUE TIT    PLBT 
Round medium sized dark blue plums with yel-
low flesh. Fairly juicy and of good flavour. Relia-
ble cropper and a good garden variety. Also 
available on Pixy rootstock. 
CZAR     PLCZ 
Dark purple skin with yellow flesh. Culinary varie-
ty which can be used as a dessert plum when 
ripe. Quite frost resistant. 
EARLY PROLIFIC   PLEP 
Small, dark-purple plum with a bloom. Rich, 
slightly sharp taste makes it good for eating or 
cooking. Makes good jam. Requires pollination. 
FARLEIGH (DAMSON)   PLFA 
Lovely damson producing heavy, regular crops 
of oval blue black fruits with a heavy blue bloom. 
Hardy so good for northern areas.  
WARWICKSHIRE DROOPER  PLWD 
The tree has an attractive drooping habit. The 
fruits are large, yellow with attractive red speck-
ling and fine flavoured, yellow juicy flesh. Plums 
can be used for cooking or eating 
CAMBRIDGE GAGE   PLCG 
The classic greengage fruit. Sweet and juicy with 
excellent flavour. Medium-sized, yellow-green 
skin with yellow flesh. Partially self-fertile. Also 
available on Pixy rootstock. 
OULLINS GAGE   PLOG 
Large, round, gage-type. Greenish yellow skin 
and flesh. Juicy and vigorous. A good pollinator. 
Also available on Pixy rootstock. 
VICTORIA    PLVA 
Pale-red fruits with yellow-green flesh, sweet and  
juicy. Good pollinator. Heavy cropper. Also avail-
able on Pixy rootstock. 

MARJORIES SEEDLING  PLMS 
The latest cropping plum for cooking or eating. 
Large deep purple fruits with blue bloom. Also 
available on Pixy rootstock. 
SANCTUS HUBERTUS  PLSA 
Good quality early dessert plum. Medium sized 
with dark red skin and a blue bloom. Yellow flesh 
with good rich flavour. Needs pollination. 
SHROPSHIRE PRUNE (DAMSON) PLSP 
Medium sized blue/black damsons with a flavour 
considered to be the best of the damsons. It is 
self-fertile and makes a small tree. 
SWAN     PLSW 
A useful dual purpose mid-season variety. Pro-
duces quite round dark red skinned plums with a 
purple bloom. The flesh is juicy and sweet good 
for eating as well as cooking. Versatile plum. 
YELLOW EGG    PLYE 
Very widely grown in Vale of Evesham since 
1820. High yields of large yellow plums. Hardy, 
reliable and self-fertile. 
 

CHERRY TREES               £19.75 
 

Available on Gisela 5 dwarfing rootstock which is 
ideal for most garden situations. Site should be 
sheltered from wind and not in a frost pocket. 
 

LAPINS    CTLA 
A dessert variety producing well-flavoured, large, 
dark-red to black fruits. The flesh is dark red and 
excellently flavoured. Pick late June into mid 
July. A self-fertile type that will help to pollinate 
others.  
MERCHANT    CTMR 
Early dessert cherry. Large red/black fruits of 
very good flavour. Not self-fertile. Pollinated by 
Stella, Lapins, Sunburst & Merton Glory. Pick 
time early July. 
MERTON GLORY   CTME 
Fruits are heart shaped rather than round with 
attractive red and yellow skin and white flesh. 
Not self-fertile but can be pollinated by Stella and 
Sunburst. 
STELLA    CTST 
Well known dessert variety producing large dark 
juicy cherries in late July. Very productive and 
self-fertile.  
SUMMER SUN    CTSS 
Dark red cherries on hardy trees which can be 
grown through most of the UK. Pick late July. 
Self-fertile. 
SUNBURST    CTSU 
A very productive Cherry. Produces dark red 
eating cherries of excellent taste ripening mid 
July. Good for growing in most parts of the UK. 
Compact growth. Self-Fertile. 
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PEAR TREES               £17.50 
 

Unless stated otherwise, all pears available on 
Quince A rootstock - moderately vigorous root-
stock giving trees 3.6m-4.5m high. 

BEURRE HARDY (C)                  PEBE 
Medium to large fruits coloured russet brown and 
red. Very juicy with good flavour. Strong grower. 
Ideal for most areas. Crops mid-September. 
CONFERENCE  (C)       PECO 
A reliable and heavy cropping favourite with pale 
yellow, melting flesh of good sweet flavour. The 
medium-sized fruits are normal pear-shaped but 
can be long and narrow. Crops late September. 
LOUISE BONNE OF JERSEY (B)              PELB 
A very attractive pear flushed deep red over 
much of the fruit. Reliable cropper of good quality 
- sweet, juicy and melting. Medium sized smooth 
skinned fruits. Crops late September. 
DOYENNE DU COMICE (C)      PEDC 
A dessert pear with medium to large yellow fruits. 
Excellent flavour. Best grown in a warm sunny 
position. Heritage variety dating back to 1849. 
Crops early September. 
ONWARD (C)        PEOD 
Excellent quality  with creamy white flesh, melt-
ing, juicy, with a rich sweet flavour and balancing 
acidity. Medium-sized, yellow-green skin with 
pink red flush. A reliable cropper. This variety 
was introduced in 1947 from Wisley. Crops early 
September. 
WORCESTER BLACK (C)     PEWB 
One of the oldest pears in cultivation dating back 
to 1575. Large green fruits covered by a brown 
russet. A culinary pear which needs considerable 
cooking but a unique and interesting variety to 
try. Crops Late October. 
 

PEACH, MEDLAR AND  
QUINCE TREES               £19.00 
 

PEACH PEREGRENE   PCPE 
White flesh peach with large orange crimson 
fruits. UK bred but needs warmth  so is best 
grown on a wall as a fan. Ripens early August. 
 

MEDLAR, NOTTINGHAM  MDNO 
Unusual fruit tree whose fruit needs to be left to 
rot slightly in the autumn before using to make 
jam, chutney or even cheese. Harvest the 3-5 cm 
fruits late October/early November when there is 
a slight ‘give’ to them. 
 

QUINCE MEECHES PROLIFIC              QUMP 
Large fruits that ripen golden yellow. A good 
reliable cropper. Pick late October. Self-fertile. 
Available as one year old trees on Quince A 
rootstock giving a height of 3.6m – 4.5m. 
 

These Organically Certified willow cuttings are all 
suitable for basketry, living fences and sculp-
tures. Easy to grow: just plant half of the cutting 
in the ground and keep weed and grass free for 
the first three years. Pollarding (cutting down to 
two feet to promote growth of numerous rods for 
cutting) should take place November to Febru-
ary. Cultivation instructions included. We offer 
three coloured varieties, green, purple and gold-
en. You can mix and match. 
 

Cuttings will be sent in February. 
 

GREEN WILLOW:  WTGR Salix viminalis. As 

a tree this will grow to 8m tall, when pollarded 
produces rods 2.4m long by 10mm in diameter. 
Also ideal for short rotation coppicing. 
 

PURPLE WILLOW: WTPU Salix daphnoides. 

As a tree this will grow to 8m tall, when pollarded 
produces rods 2.8m long by 8-16mm in diameter. 
Gives winter colour and used as a standard or-
namental tree and in flower arranging. 
 

GOLDEN WILLOW: WTGO Salix alba vitelli-

na. As a tree this will grow to 25m tall. When 
pollarded produces rods  2.2m long by 10mm in 
diameter. Attractive winter colour. 
 

 

 GREEN 
WILLOW 

PURPLE 
WILLOW 

GOLDEN 
WILLOW 

3 
CUTTINGS 

£6.75 £6.75 £6.75 

5 
CUTTINGS 

£8.75 £8.75 £8.75 

10 
CUTTINGS 

£16.00 £16.00 £16.00 

20 
CUTTINGS 

£26.00 £26.00 £26.00 

50 
CUTTINGS 

£53.00 £53.00 £53.00 

100 
CUTTINGS 

£88.50 £88.50 £88.50 

 

ORGANIC WILLOW TREES 

An extended range of fruit trees and root-
stocks is available on our website. 

Go to 

www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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KEY: P = Perennial, HP = Hardy Perennial,  
A = Annual, B = Biennial,   
HA = Hardy Annual, HHA = Half-hardy Annual, GP = 
Greenhouse Perennial. 

Numbers in brackets refer to average seed count.  
 

 

AMARANTHUS  OFAM       £1.50 
TRICOLOUR  (HHA) (500) 
Dark red stems and dark red semi pendulous 
feathery flowers in summer. Ht 90 cm. 
ANTIRRHINUM,    OFAN      £1.50 
SNAPDRAGON MIXED (HHP) (1000)   
Popular bedding/border annual. Mixed colours. 
Treat as annual. Ht. 35 cm. 
ASTER    OFAS      £1.50 
SINGLE MIX (HHA) (400) 
Large mix of colours all with a distinctive yellow 
eye.  Cut flowers from July to Nov.  Ht 50 cm. 
CALENDULA    OFCA      £1.15 
POT MARIGOLD (A) (100)     
Traditional, single, cottage garden flower with 
bright orange blooms. Very attractive to bees. 
CANDYTUFT (A) (250)  OFCF      £1.50 
A lovely display of lilac-coloured flower heads in 
July and August. Ht 25 cm. 
CARTHAMUS,    OFCT      £1.50 
TINCTORIUS (A) (50)     
Lovely orange flowers produced 12 weeks after 
sowing. For cut flowers or dried. 
CHRYSANTHEMUM,  OFCH      £1.80 
ANNUAL MIX (A) (100) 
Attractive single flowers with white, yellow, red 
and brown rings around the flowers. Excellent 
cut flower. Ht 30-50 cm. 
CLARKIA ELEGANS  OCPM      £1.50 
PINK MIX (A) (500) 
Summer blooms from June to Sept. Lovely mix 
of shades from lilac to pale-pink.  Ht.  40-60 cm. 
CONVOLVULUS,   OFCD      £1.50 
DWARF TRICOLOUR (A) (80) 
Blooms in blue and white shades with a yellow 
eye. From June to mid-August.  Ht 30 cm. 
CORNCOCKLE (A) (40) OCCO       £1.50 
Aggorestemma githago. Bee plant with purple 
and pink flowers from June to August. Ht 1m. (A) 
CORNFLOWER,   OCFB      £1.50 
BLUE  (A) (250)      
Traditional, cottage garden flower with tall stems 
for cutting. Ht. 90 cm.     
CORNFLOWER,   OCFM      £1.50 
MIXED (A) (100)     
Mixed version of the traditional cornflower. Red, 
rose, maroon, blue & white. Ht 90 cm.                 

CORN MARIGOLD (A) (100) OCMA       £1.50 
Yellow flowers from July to October 30 - 50 cm, 
Good cut flower.  
COSMOS,    OFCC      £2.25 
COSMEA (HHA) (75) 
Tall vigorous plants with large simple flowers in 
red, pink and white. Easy to grow. 
COSMOS,    OFCM       £2.25 
ORANGE COSMEA (HHA) (75)   
As above in striking orange colour. Easy to grow. 
COSMOS,    OFCW       £2.25 
WHITE COSMEA (HHA) (75)   
As above in striking white colour. Easy to grow. 
ECHINACEA,    HECH        £1.15    
PURPUREA (P) (240)     
Lovely large purple/red flowers makes a good cut 
flower or tall border plant. Ht. 60 cm. 
ESCHSCHOLTZIA,   OFES      £1.15 
CALIFORNIA POPPY (A) (500)    
Shades of orange. Easy to grow and very pretty 
lacy foliage. Ht.40 cm.          
GODETIA,    OFGG      £1.50     
GRANDIFLORA (A) (400)      
Pink & red grandiflora blooms. Plant in drifts to fill 
the garden with colour.  Ht.45 cm.                   
GYPSOPHILA    OFGY        £1.80 
ELEGANS (A) (250)     
A real garden favourite. Delicate white flowers 
and lacy ferny foliage.  
HELICHRYSUM,   OFHM      £1.50 
MONSTROSUM EVERLASTING  (HHA) (250)  
Bold border and cut/dried flower. Mixed colours.  
Ht.75 cm.      
IPOMOEA,    OFIP      £1.50 
PURPUREA (A) (50)  
Morning Glory. Vigorous climber for sheltered 
spot with purple/blue flowers. Ht.2-3m.          
LARKSPUR, BLUE  (A) (200) OLBL      £1.15 
Traditional single, blue flowers on branching 
stems. Borders or cut flowers. Ht. 50-100 cm. 
LARKSPUR,     OLGW      £1.15          
GALILEE WHITE (A) (200)                
Lovely double flowers on many branching stems. 
Borders or cut flowers. Ht. 100 cm 
LARKSPUR,    OLGP      £1.15 
GALILEE PINK (A) (200)    
Lovely double flowers on many branching stems. 
Borders or cut flowers. Ht. 100 cm. 
LARKSPUR,    OLGM      £1.15 
GALILEE MIX (A) (200)   
Lovely double flowers on many branching stems. 
Borders or cut flowers. Ht. 100 cm. 
LINUM     OFLG        £1.50 
GRANDIFLORUM (HHA) (300) 
Shining, silky red flowers from June to Septem-
ber, free flowering. Ht. 40-50 cm.  

 

FLOWER VARIETIES 
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NASTURTIUM,   OFNA      £1.50 
TRAILLING  MIX (A) (50)   
Edible leaves, flowers and seeds. Mixed colours, 
trailing habit.  
NASTURTIUM,   ONDF      £1.50 
DWARF MIX (A) (50)     
Edible leaves, flowers and seeds. Mixed colours, 
non-trailing habit.  
NIGELLA,    OFND      £1.15 
DAMASCENA (A) (300)    
Blue pink and white flowers which bloom in June. 
Ht 40-60 cm. 
POPPY,    OFPC      £1.15 
CORN OR FIELD (HA) (2000)    
The once common red field poppy which used to 
grow wild everywhere. 
POPPY,    OFPS      £1.50 
SINGLE MIX (HA) (2000)  
Large red, white and pink flowers throughout the 
summer. Ht. 60-80 cm. 
RUDBECKIA,    OFRB      £1.50 
SUN HAT (HHA) (1000)    
Black Eye Susan. Large gold bloom with central 
dark eye. Border/cut flower. Ht. 60 cm. 
SCABIOUS,    OFSC      £1.50 
SWEET MIXED(HHA) (50) 
A summer flower for cutting in a beautiful mix of 
purple, pink and white. Ht 90 cm. 
SUNFLOWER,   OSGY       £1.50 
GIANT YELLOW  (A) (20)      
Old favourite. Tall, single, large, yellow-flowered.  
SUNFLOWER,    OSVQ      £1.50 
VELVET QUEEN  (A) (20) 
A medium-high, branched sunflower warm bronze 
flowers. Very attractive. 
SUNFLOWER   OSGO      £1.50 
GOLDY DOUBLE (A) (20) 
Double golden-yellow flowers produced on 5-6 
stems. Ht 150 cm. 
SUNFLOWER   OSZO      £1.50 
ZOAR F1  (A) (10)   
Organic hybrid that is pollen free so ideal for cut 
flowers. Single flowers. Ht 120 cm. 
SUNFLOWER   OSJG      £1.50 
JERUSALEM GOLD F1  (A) (30)  
Striking orange hued yellow flowers. Decorative 
and floriferous cutting variety. Ht. 2 m. 
SUNFLOWER   OSDY      £1.50 
DWARF YELLOW SPRAY (A) (20) 
Lovely, traditional yellow sunflower on a short 
stem. Ht 40 cm. 
SWEET PEA   OFSP        £1.50  
TAMAR MIX (A) (20)  
Traditional mix with heavenly scent and in a mix-
ture of colours. Tall climber. 
 

SWEET PEA   OFOS      £1.50 
OLD SPICE  (A) (20) 
Traditional long stemmed sweet pea with a very 
spicy scent. Tall climber. 
SWEET PEA   OFPL        £1.50 
PAINTED LADY (A) (20) 
Delightful bi-coloured, white and pink flower with 
long stems and fine scent. Tall climber. 
SWEET WILLIAM,  
MIX (B) (500)   OFSW      £1.15 
Popular biennial, early flowering in lovely mix of 
colours. Ht. 40 cm. 
TAGETES,  
ORANGE  (HHA) (500)  OFTO      £1.50 
Lacy, bright-green foliage with golden star like 
flowers and a strong scent. Ht. 20 cm.               
TAGETES,  
YELLOW  (HHA) (500)  OFTY      £1.50 
Yellow flowered version of the above. Ht. 25 cm.                     
TITHONIA   OFTR         £1.50 
ROTUNDIFOLIA (HHA) (20) 
Mexican sunflower, tall with brilliant large orange 
coloured flowers. Ht. 1.6 m. 
VIOLA,    OFVT      £1.50 
TRICOLOUR (HHA) (500)    
Beautiful cottage garden favourite. Small pansy 
like flowers in violet yellow and white. 
VIPERS BUGLOS (B) (300) OFVB      £2.25 
Echium Vulgare.  A lasting and abundant blue-
flowering plant which attracts butterflys and bees. 
Ht. 30-60 cm. 
XERANTHEMUM,   OFXP      £1.50 
PAPIERBLUME (A) (350)    
Excellent dried or cut flower. Delicate mix of pur-
ple and white blooms. Ht. 30-60 cm.  
ZINNIA,     OFZD      £1.15 
DWARF MIX (HHA) (100)    
Lovely mostly double flowers on half tall plants. 
Shades of pink. Ht. 30 cm. 
 
 

WILDLIFE MIXES 

Mixtures of wild flowers and herbs to attract bene-
ficial wild life to the garden. Packs contain approx 
5g of seed to cover 3-5 sq.m. 
 

BEE MIX   OWBE       £4.80 
BUTTERFLY MIX  OWBU      £4.80 
 

Larger bulk packs of flower seed  
are available  

on our website 
www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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POTATO CARRIAGE 
All seed potatoes are priced  without  carriage. In addition there is a separate charge for carriage 
which has to be added to every potato order. 
 

For Most UK addresses excluding Highlands and Islands, I-O-Man and I-O Wight the carriage 
charge is as follows.  

For orders up to  1.5 kg  in weight      £3.50,                For orders up to 25 kg in weight      £6.95, 
 

For orders up to 50 kg in weight      £11.50, 
        

Plus £4.75 for each additional 25 kg or part thereof.  

DESTINATION  (UK OUTER ZONES AND CHANNEL ISLANDS) 2.5 - 5kg 5 - 10kg 10 - 20kg 20 - 25kg 

HIGHLAND POSTCODES: AB31-56, FK19-21, IV1-36, IV63, 
KW1-14, PA21-38, PH1-40, PH49-50 

£8.65 £15.00 £26.00 £29.00 

HIGHLAND/ISLAND POSTCODES: HS1-9, IV40-56, KA27-28, 
KW15-17, PA20, PA41-78, PH41-44, ZE1-3 

£8.65 £15.00 £27.50 £42.00 

NORTHERN IRELAND, ISLE OF MAN, ISLES OF SCILLY £8.65 £15.00 £27.50 £32.75 

ISLE OF WIGHT £8.65 £13.75 £13.75 £13.75 

CHANNEL ISLANDS  £8.65 £15.00 £27.50 £57.75 

 

 ORGANIC SEED POTATOES 
 

Ministry certified and Soil Association (SA) or  
Scottish Organic Producers Association (SOPA) 

approved organic seed potatoes. 
 

 

PACK SIZES: All Seed Potatoes are now available in 1.5 kg packs, except Highland Burgundy 

Red which is available in 1kg packs.  
Although there is considerable variance between varieties, on average you can expect approxi-
mately 10 tubers per kg.  
 

SUBSTITUTIONS:  
In the event of your choice being unavailable we will substitute an alternative unless you state 
on your order form that this is NOT acceptable. 
 

PLEASE NOTE:  
Some varieties will not arrive with us until late January. If you order different varieties we will hold 
your order back so that they can all be sent at one time. If you want them sent separately we regret 
that we will have to apply additional carriage charges.  

 

 

For Up to date Availability and new varieties order online at www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
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FIRST EARLY VARIETIES 
 

 CASABLANCA: 1.5 kg   POCB       £2.95 
   25 kg    POCB25 £28.50 
Unique first early with a high dry matter s suita-
ble for frying and roasting which is unusual for 
an early potato. Yields are high and taste is very 
good. You can have home-grown chips in July. 
 

COLLEEN:   1.5 kg    POCN      £2.95 
   25 kg    POCN25 £28.50 
Early type originating from Ireland. A fairly waxy 
potato that is both tasty and productive and ver-
satile in the kitchen. Some blight resistance.  
 

MARIS BARD:   1.5 kg    POMB      £2.95 
   25 kg    POMB25 £28.50 
Very early giving good crops of oval shaped 
tubers with white skin and shallow eyes. Good 
all round cooker with some blight, scab and 
drought  resistance. Very fine taste. 
  

SECOND EARLY VARIETIES 
 

BAMBINO:   1.5 kg    POBA       £2.95 
   25 kg    POBA25 £28.50 
High yields of small potatoes. Popular amongst 
growers for those punnet potatoes that are so 
expensive in the shops. White skinned with waxy 
cream flesh. Ideal for salad potatoes and boiling. 
 

BRITISH QUEEN:   1.5 kg   POBQ      £3.15 
   25 kg    POBQ25 £32.50 
This country's most popular second early at the 
turn of the century and still a favourite in Ireland. 
Produces large numbers of attractive tubers with 
a superb flavour and a floury texture.  
 

CHARLOTTE:   1.5 kg    POCH      £2.95 
   25 kg   POCH25  £28.50 
High yielding waxy salad potato. Long oval tu-
bers with yellow skin and flesh. Easy to grow, its 
lovely taste and texture make it very popular. 
 

COSMOS:   1.5kg     POCO      £2.95 
   25 kg   POCO25 £28.50 
Similar to Estima with good blight resistance and 
similar high quality yield. A real favourite 
amongst our customers with valuable resistance 
to blight and common scab.  
 

DIDO:   1.5kg     PODI      £2.95 
   25 kg    PODI25 £28.50 
General purpose potato with yellow skin and a 
cream flesh.  Long-oval tubers have shallow 
eyes and  lovely taste.  Good scab and blight 
resistance and store well. 
 

MARIS PEER:   1.5 kg   POMP       £2.95 
   25 kg    POMP25 £28.50 
High quality salad / boiling potato which has 
been a favourite amongst gardeners for some 
years. Great taste and waxy texture.    

MARFONA:   1.5 kg  POMA      £2.95 
   25 kg    POMA25 £28.50 
High yielding second early producing large 
tubers ideal for baking. It is known for its waxy 
texture and does not disintegrate on cooking.   
          

MARYS ROSE:  1.5 kg  POMR      £2.95 
   25 kg   POMR25 £28.50 
New introduction with pink skin and creamy 
white flesh. Great taste and high yields and ver-
satility in the kitchen. Ideal for boiling, mash and 
wedges. 
 

MILVA:   1.5 kg    POMV      £2.95 
   25 kg    POMV25 £28.50 
Excellent and increasingly popular second early 
that may well replace Nicola. It has better blight 
resistance, higher yields and a wonderful taste 
and waxy texture. Definitely worth a try.  
 

NICOLA:   1.5 kg    PONI       £2.95 
   25 kg    PONI25  £28.50 
High yielding, with long, yellow fleshed tubers. 
Nicola has excellent cooking qualities and 
makes a good early salad potato. Has good 
disease resistance. 
 

ORLA:   1.5 kg    POOR      £2.95 
   25 kg    POOR25 £28.50 
Another blight resistant variety which has be-
come popular among gardeners as a high yield-
ing general purpose potato with good taste. Oval 
shaped tubers with creamy skin and flesh.   
 

SARPO UNA:  1.5 kg    POSU      £2.95 
   25 kg    POSU25 £28.50 
Blight resistant  variety which can be harvested 
as a waxy type or can be left in the ground to 
give a good crop of floury baking potatoes.  
Good all-round disease resistance. 
 

MAIN-CROP VARIETIES 
 

AMBO:   1.5 kg    POAM      £2.95 
    25 kg    POAM25 £28.50 
Beautiful Cara cross and an excellent all round-
er. Good blight resistance and high yielding. 
Excellent baking potato and popular amongst 
those who grow for the show bench.  
 

ARRAN VICTORY:  1.5 kg    POAR     £2.95 
     25 kg   POAR25 £28.50 
A real gourmet potato with bright purple skin and 
wonderful floury, mealy taste and texture. Late 
maturing and with virtually no blight resistance 
but probably the best roasting potato ever.  

 

POTATO SACKS 
 

Strong paper sacks for the storage of  
up to 25 kg of potatoes.       

5 sacks               PSAC      £6.50 
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BELMONDA:  1.5 kg    POBE       £2.95 
    25 kg    POBE25  £28.50 
Round-oval potato with yellow skin and yellow 
flesh. Excellent disease resistance, including 
blight and tolerates dry conditions. Good taste, 
holds shape when boiled and stores well. 
 

CARA:    1.5 kg    POCA       £2.95 
   25 kg    POCA25 £28.50 
Popular pink-eyed, main-crop which has a long 
reputation of being blight resistant and which can 
give very high yields. Good for roasting / baking. 
 

CAROLUS  1.5 kg    POCL       £2.95   
    25 kg    POCL25 £28.50 
Blight resistant variety with yellow skin and flesh 
and an attractive pink eye. The flesh is fairly 
mealy with an excellent flavour . It is ideal for 
mash, roast and chipped potatoes. This variety 
has resistance to foliage blight and tuber blight. 
 

DESIREE:   1.5 kg    PODE      £2.95 
   25 kg    PODE25 £28.50 
Popular, early, maincrop with red skin and yellow 
flesh.  Extremely good baker and roaster. Good 
resistance to drought though can suffer from 
scab (avoid sandy soils).  NIAB Rec. 
 

FOXTON:  1.5 kg    POFO      £2.95 
   25 kg    POFO25 £28.50 
Foxton comes with a high reputation as a very 
versatile potato with a great taste. It can be 
boiled, baked, roasted and chipped. It does not 
discolour on boiling and has an attractive pale 
yellow flesh and red skin. Add to this some late-
blight and scab resistance and you have a potato 
that is sure to become a favourite. 
 

GATSBY:  1.5 kg   POGA       £2.95 
    25 kg    POGA25 £28.50 
Early main-crop variety with large white tubers, 
with shallow eyes that make it ideal for baking. 
The flesh is cream in colour with a very pleasing 
taste and flavour. Some resistance to late blight 
and scab. 
 

GOLDEN   1.5 kg   POGW       £3.15 
WONDER:    25 kg   POGW25 £32.50 
A Classic late main-crop  dating back to 1906. 
Still a favourite among crisp producers. Dry flou-
ry and very tasty particularly after a period in 
store. Excellent roasting potato.  
 

HIGHLAND   1 kg POHB      £3.15 
BURGUNDY RED  25 kg POHB25  £40.50 
Unique heritage variety with red skin and red 
flesh too. Tubers are long-oval with fluffy flesh 
that makes excellent red mash, chips or crisps. 
This variety is sold in 1kg nets, the seed is a 
little smaller so expect an average of 15 tu-
bers per net. 

KINGSMAN:  1.5 kg    POKI         £2.95 
    25 kg    POKI25   £28.50 
New, high-yielding, early, main-crop with an 
excellent flavour and all-round disease re-
sistance.  A good all-rounder but particularly 
good for chips. 
 

LINDA:   1.5 kg   POLI        £2.95 
    25 kg    POLI25  £28.50 
Old European variety. It was saved from extinc-
tion by a group of committed gardeners who 
revered it’s eating qualities. Tasty with a waxy 
yellow flesh. Ideal for boiling and salads. 
 

PINK GYPSY:  1.5 kg    POPG       £2.95 
    25 kg    POPG25 £29.50 
Very attractive and unusual pink and white skins 
on oval shaped tubers, with a fluffy white flesh 
that is ideal for baking, roasting and mashing.  
 

ROBINTA:   1.5 kg   PORB        £2.95 
   25 kg    PORB25  £28.50 
This fine variety has good all round disease and 
drought resistance and produces excellent yields 
of oval red skinned tubers with cream coloured 
flesh. Ideal for baking and general culinary use.  
  

RECORD:  1.5 kg    PORC      £2.95 
    25 kg    PORC25 £28.50 
Sought out by discerning gardeners. Record is a 
classic floury potato with high dry matter and 
great flavour. White skin and yellow flesh. excel-
lent roasting potato and chipper. 
 

SANTE:   1.5 kg   POSA       £2.95 
   25 kg    POSA25  £28.50 
Early maincrop variety with fine tasting yellow 
fleshed tubers with good all round disease 
resistance.  Popular and reliable variety.        
 

SARPO AXONA: 1.5 kg   POSX       £2.95 
   25 kg   POSX25  £28.50 
Resistant to blight as well as virus and silver 
scurf, Axona is a uniform and very tasty  Sarpo 
variety developed from the popular Sarpo Mira. It 
is ideal for baking and roasting and stores well. 
 

SARPO MIRA:   1.5 kg   POSM       £2.95 
   25 kg   POSM25  £28.50 
Late main-crop red potato with fairly floury flesh. 
High yielding and reputed to be less attractive to 
slugs. Ideal for baking and roasting. Developed 
for its resistance to blight and this is still one of 
the most resistant varieties available.        
 

SETANTA:  1.5 kg    POSE       £2.95 
    25 kg    POSE25  £28.50 
Floury and very blight resistant red main-crop 
with very good eating quality. Ideal for baking 
and roasting. Tall robust plants have purple flow-
ers and are very high yielding. 
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All soft fruit available from November – March. 

 

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE TOTAL 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

   TOTAL   

     

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

 

 

 

 

 

POST CODE: 

SPECIAL DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

 

 

 

TELEPHONE:                  EMAIL: 

TAMAR ORGANICS, CARTHAMARTHA FARM,  

REZARE, LAUNCESTON, CORNWALL,  PL15 9NX. 
TEL: 01579 371098,  EMAIL: sales@tamarorganics.co.uk 

FOR ALL ORDERS UNDER £30.00 PLEASE ADD £2.50 TOWARD POSTAGE AND PACKING. 

ORDERS INCLUDING POTATOES OR TREES ATTRACT ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGE 

PLEASE SEE APPROPRIATE SECTION OF CATALOGUE FOR DETAILS. 

CARRIAGE SURCHARGES MAY APPLY TO ADDRESSES OUTSIDE MAINLAND UK,   

SEE BACK PAGE. 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO TAMAR ORGANICS TICK BOX IF SUBSTITUES ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE  
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Contact Address :    Tamar Organics, Carthamartha Farm,  
    Rezare,  
    Launceston,  
    Cornwall  PL15 9NX. 
 

Website Address:  www.tamarorganics.co.uk 
 

Telephone Numbers:          GARDENERS ORDER LINE   01579 371098 
    GROWERS ORDER / ENQUIRY LINE  01579 371182 
    GENERAL ENQUIRIES   01579 371087 
 

Email:    sales@tamarorganics.co.uk 
 

Soil Association Licence Number: G/P1823 
 

VAT Number     GB   6 9 9   2 9 8 2   5 2 
 

POSTAGE AND PACKING: Orders over £30.00 in value will be sent post free to Main-
land UK addresses. Orders under this amount attract an additional charge of £2.50.   
 

Parcels over 2.5 kg in weight to Highlands, Islands (Incl. I-O-Man and I-O-Wight) and Northern 
Ireland attract a postal surcharge.  

Postal surcharge prices may be subject to increase during the season. 
 
 

Postage and Packing to addresses outside the UK.  Will be charged at cost. Please e-mail for 
details or see our website. 
 

SUBSTITUTIONS: In the event of an item being unavailable we will substitute the nearest equiva-
lent item where possible.  Credit notes will be issued to make up the value if required.  Please state 
clearly on your order form if this is not acceptable. 
 

DELIVERY TIME: In most cases, goods will be dispatched within 2-3 days of receipt of order. 
However, during busy periods, deliveries may take longer and we ask you to allow 21 days for 
delivery. Certain orders may be held back to wait for fresh stock of certain seed items. If you have 
any concerns about your order please do not hesitate to call on 01579 371098 or email us at 
sales@tamarorganics.co.uk. 
 

COLLECTION: Orders can be collected, by prior arrangement, from our premises at  Rezare.  
Orders for collection can be placed over the telephone or by post and payment is due when goods 
are collected.   
 

GROWERS: All seed varieties in this catalogue are available in larger pack sizes. A growers price 
list is available on request. Large pack prices are also on our website. 
 

RETAILERS: Shops wishing to stock ORGANIC seeds should ask for our retailers letter which 
includes details of our display racks and trade discount scheme. 
 

DISCOUNTS:  Group discounts for allotment societies, garden clubs etc. are available on 
application. Please telephone for details.  

DESTINATION  (UK OUTER ZONES AND CHANNEL ISLANDS) 2.5 - 5kg 5 - 10kg 10 - 20kg 20 - 25kg 

HIGHLAND POSTCODES: AB31-56, FK19-21, IV1-36, IV63, 
KW1-14, PA21-38, PH1-40, PH49-50 

£2.65 £9.00 £20.00 £23.00 

HIGHLAND/ISLAND POSTCODES: HS1-9, IV40-56, KA27-28, 
KW15-17, PA20, PA41-78, PH41-44, ZE1-3 

£2.65 £9.00 £21.50 £36.00 

NORTHERN IRELAND, ISLE OF MAN, ISLES OF SCILLY £2.65 £9.00 £21.50 £26.75 

ISLE OF WIGHT £2.65 £7.75 £7.75 £7.75 

CHANNEL ISLANDS  £2.65 £9.00 £21.50 £51.75 

 


